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EDITORIAL
The present issue comprise of seven quality research papers in the
field of management education. Parivartan is continuously showing its
presence in the management research and catering the food for the
intellectual minds. Parivartan has given the chance to the new researchers
as well, who threw their desire to innovate and contribute. Today's
research becomes the reality of tomorrow. As rightly said you Can
Have the best Strategy and the best building In the world, but if you
don't have the capacity to innovate and research you can never sustain
yourself in the competition. With the passage of time, Parivartan is
showing its international presence as well, hope the present issue will
be successful in evoking new thoughts towards management research.

Ms. Shakti Awasthi
Editor
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An Understanding on Goods & Services Tax and
the practical aspects involved in Indian Scenerio
Anil Joshi, ICWA

ABSTRACT:
Abstract: Through the present article, the various aspects that can make the understanding
of the concept of GST simple are discussed along with various international practices,
nuances of GST in India &its some other nitty-gritties. The impact of GST on the end consumer
is widely discussed with an example.
Introduction: Since last many months we have
been hearing about GST mainly in newspapers.
In fact if we stretch our memories little more,
we will remember that this is being discussed
in our country for last many years! So what
is this GST all about & why it has created so
much noise in the country? Why has our
Finance Ministry been sweating on this issue
to ensure that it gets implemented finally?
The following article is an attempt to touch
upon the basics of the GST & to explain how
it is a game changer for our country.

One, direct tax which is charged on the income
of the tax payer & hence there is a direct
impact on the person (examples: income tax,
corporate tax) & Second which is on the
products or services which indirectly becomes
a cost to the end consumer (examples: excise
duty, customs duty, sales tax/VAT, service tax).
GST i.e. Goods & Services Tax falls under
Indirect Tax category.
Before we go on to understand the nitty-gritties
of GST, let us have a quick glance at the current
scenario of major Indirect taxes in India.

The present article is an exploratory work
done to quench the thirst for knowledge
towards better understanding of GST, which
has become quintessential for each and
everybody paying taxes. The aspects covered
in the present study are as follows:


To understand the concept of GST & key
nuances involved.



To know about the international practices
around GST.



To understand the administrative
mechanism in the form of GST Council.



To find out the impact of GST on the
end consumer in terms of the pricing.

There is Excise Duty which is a tax on the
manufacture of goods (which is chargeable
at the time of dispatch). There is VAT (Value
Added Tax) which is a tax on the sale of goods
within the state (intra-state) plus there is Central
Sales Tax which is on the inter-state sale of
goods & then there is Service Tax which is a
tax on the rendering of services. To protect
the domestic market there is Customs duty
which is on the import of goods. Thus you
will notice that there is plethora of Indirect
taxes which also leads to the imposition of
tax on tax (which we will discuss later) thereby
increasing the cost to the end consumer &
also creating lot of paperwork, red-tapism,
increased litigation & so on. GST is going

There are two types of taxes in the world.
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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respective State. When there is inter-state
sale of goods (goods sold from one state to
another), instead of CGST & SGST, there will
be Integrated GST (IGST, which is effectively
equal to the sum of CGST & SGST). IGST
will be also applicable on the import of goods
in addition to Customs duty.

to replace all these indirect taxes (except
customs duty) into one single tax. So no more
multiplicity of indirect taxes. Effectively there
will be majorly only 2 indirect taxes. GST
& Customs Duty.
GST is going to subsume (replace) primarily
the following taxes.

Constitutional Amendment:

Central level Taxes subsumed: Excise Duty,
Service Tax, Central Sales Tax & some other
surcharges & cesses. While Customs Duty
will not be subsumed, additional customs duty
(which is called as CVD. This is charged on
imports to balance the price in the importing
country to counter the negative effect of
subsidies offered by exporting country to
protect the domestic industry) & Special
additional duty of customs (which is called
as SAD and it is mainly to counter the effect
of Sales Tax or VAT which is otherwise payable
by local manufacturers) will be subsumed by
GST.

Those who have been tracking the evolvement
of GST in India must have read about the
Constitutional Amendment that was passed
earlier to make the GST effective. Some of
you may wonder why there was a need to change
the constitution to impose GST?One of the
reasons was from the point of view of
empowerment of the respective government.
So far by constitution, states were not allowed
to charge taxes on services & central
government was not allowed to charge tax
on sale of goods intra-state. With the
implementation of GST which is going to have
dual concept (Central GST as well as State
GST) the tax will have to imposed by Central
as well as State Government for goods as well
as services. Therefore in order to authorize
the respective governments to levy taxes on
goods as well as services, there was need to
amend the constitution of India. The
amendment also authorizes the President of
our Country to set up GST Council which is
an apex body.

State level taxes subsumed :VAT,
Entertainment tax (except the one charged
by local bodies), Octroi, Local Body tax (LBT),
Luxury Tax, Taxes on lottery, betting &
gambling& other state cesses & surcharges
related to supply of goods & services.

Dual Concept of GST:
In a country like India where we have Central
as well as State Governments, imposition of
any new tax is not a matter of simplicity because
there arises a question of revenue sharing.
In order to find the way out, India has devised
a unique model of dual GST concept. It simply
means that both the governments i.e. Central
& State will levy tax on goods & services.
Therefore you have Central GST (CGST) &
State GST (SGST). For example, when goods
are produced &sold in the same state, there
will be CGST as well as SGST charged. CGST
will go to Centre & SGST will go to the
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

Elimination of tax on tax:
Earlier I mentioned that GST will help to
remove the cascading effect of taxes. Currently
the duplication of tax occurs because of
different taxes at various stages. E.g. You have
excise duty on manufacture (which is under
the domain of Central Government) & VAT
on sales (which is under the domain of
respective states). Therefore when the goods
are sold, credit of Excise duty paid is not
allowed while imposing VAT. In other words,
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VAT is charged on the price inclusive of Excise
Duty. Thus there is tax on tax. With the
introduction of GST, this anomaly will be
removed because there is going to be only
one tax i.e. GST for which credit will be allowed
on the input tax (GST paid on input). Thus
effectively with the elimination of cascading
effect of taxes, it will help reducing the level
of prices in general.

European Union: Called as VAT which is
regulated by EU directives, the major one
being sixth VAT directive introduced in the
year 1977.
There are 160 countries in the world which
have implemented GST.

GST Council:
In a country like India which has 2 tier structure
of administration i.e. Centre & State & so
many political parties, any major decision
like GST is always beset with political hurdles.
Ensuring proper representation of Centre as
well as all the states is very important in the
balanced development of the country. This
is ensured by the body called GST Council
set up as per 122nd Constitutional Amendment.
The decision in the council is to be taken by
a majority of not less than 3/4th of the weighted
votes of the members present & voting. Central
Government's vote shall carry weightage of
1/3rd of the total votes cast & State
Government votes will carry weightage of
2/3rd of the votes cast in that meeting.Thus
this ensures that the Central Government will
not be able to force its decision on the states.

GSTN:
In order to handle the mammoth task of the
entire tax computation including the Input Tax
Credit (ITC), the role of GST Network (GSTN)
is going to be extremely important. GSTN
is nothing but the computerized system which
is going to be the backbone of the
implementation of GST in India. Every
businessman above an annual turnover of Rs.
20 lakh (Rs. 10 lakh in north-eastern states)
is supposed to get registered in this GSTN.
GSTN is basically a not-for-profit private
limited company wherein Central as well as
State Governments hold 49% equity whereas
remaining 51% is held by non-government
financial institutions such as LIC Housing
Finance, ICICI Bank, HDFC & HDFC Bank
& NSE Strategic Investment Corporation Ltd.

E.g. if 29 states are present & voting out of
which 19 states are in favour of a proposal
along with Central Government, the overall
weightage in favour of a proposal will be
76.68% (19/29 x 2/3 + 1 x 1/3). Then the
resolution will be considered as passed
because the votes in favour are in 3/4th (75%)
majority.

International Practices:
Having understood the broad contours of GST
in India, let us look at what other prominent
countries have done in this area so far.
Canada: Introduced GST in the year 1991.
It has a dual GST model similar to the one
proposed to be introduced in India.

As you will notice, in the above formula one
cannot have 3/4th majority if the Central
Government does not favour the proposal
because the states have 2/3rd weight which
is 66.67% & is less than 75% required for
passing the resolution. Thus no resolution
can be passed if Central Government opposes
it but at the same time only Central Government
alone will not be able to pass the resolution

Australia: GST was introduced by Howard
Government in the year 2000.
Singapore: GST was introduced in the year
1994.
New Zealand: GST was introduced in the
year 1986.
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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unless at least 19 out of 29 states (assuming
they are present & voting) approve the same.

one must remember that CGST on input can
be claimed as credit against payment of CGST
& IGST only, SGST on input can be claimed
as credit against payment of SGST & IGST
only and IGST on input can be claimed as
credit against payment of IGST, CGST & SGST.
Thus CGST & SGST cannot be claimed as
ITC against each other because they go to 2
different entities i.e. Central Government &
State Government.

Input Tax Credit:
Input Tax Credit (ITC) is very crucial in order
to avoid cascading effect of taxes. ITC means
the credit that one takes for the GST paid by
him on the inputs while paying the GST on
the output. In simple terms if the GST liability
on the output is Rs. 100 & the businessman
has paid GST of Rs. 70 on input to the seller
then he can claim the credit of Rs. 70 while
paying Rs. 100 to the government.However

Following example will explain how the GST
computation will happen.

Without GST

With GST

From Manufacturer to Wholesaler

in place

From Manufacturer to Wholesaler

Cost of Production

100.00

Cost of Production

Profit Margin @ 20%
Price
Excise Duty @ 12%
Value

20.00

Profit Margin @ 20%

120.00

Price

100.00
20.00
120.00

14.40
134.40

CGST @ 12%

14.40

VAT @ 12%

16.13

SGST @ 12%

14.40

Invoice Price

150.53

Invoice Price

From Wholesaler to Retailer
Cost
Profit Margin @ 20%
Value

148.80

From Wholesaler to Retailer
134.40

Cost

26.88

Profit Margin @ 20%

161.28

Value

120.00
24.00
144.00

VAT @ 12%

19.35

CGST @ 12%

17.28

Invoice Price

180.63

SGST @ 12%

17.28

Invoice Price
From Retailer to Consumer
Cost
Profit Margin @ 20%
Value

178.56

From Retailer to Consumer
161.28

Cost

32.26

Profit Margin @ 20%

193.54

Value

144.00
28.80
172.80

VAT @ 12%

23.22

CGST @ 12%

20.74

Invoice Price

216.76

SGST @ 12%

20.74

Invoice Price
Cost to the end consumer will be Rs. 216.76
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

214.27

Cost to the end consumer will be Rs. 214.27
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Thus in the above example when GST of 24%
is introduced in place of Excise Duty of 12%
& VAT of 12%, the end consumer will still end
up paying lesser price. This happens because
in the VAT model, Excise duty is not available
as ITC against VAT. This is the tax on tax effect
which gets eliminated in the GST resulting in
lesser cost to the end consumer.

Conclusion:

In the above example, wholesaler will be able
to claim ITC of Rs. 16.13 in VAT model & Rs.
28.80 in GST model.

References:

In nutshell, GST is a progressive step in the
process of 'one nation, one tax'. The
implementation of the same through GSTN
becomes key in the success of this landmark
achievement. 1st July 2017 is going to be a
historical day for our country when we embark
upon the new journey called GST!

1)
Book 'GST The Game Changer' by Mr.
Monish Bhalla

Similarly Retailer will be able to claim ITC of
Rs. 19.35 in VAT model & Rs. 34.56 in GST
model.

2)

www.cbec.gov.in

3)

www.taxguru.in

Other areas:
There are many other aspects like valuation
rules, compensating the states for the loss of
revenue if any, transitioning provisions etc.
which one has to consider while studying the
entire gamut of GST. Due to the paucity of
space, these things are not explored in this
article.
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Consumer Perceptions of Food Franchise-An
Analysis of Brand KFC
Dr. Ravindra Pratap Gupta, CEO - OIM

Abstract
This paper has been written keeping in mind the surge of such fast food restaurant franchise
chain in India. Most international brands in food have really taken by surprise of making
impact in three years of their launch and being among top brands in food industry in 7-10
years. KFC has been an Aspiration brand and has wooed Indians with its various marketing
mix.
This paper analyses various factors such as quality of food, facility layout, service quality speed and cleanliness that make consumers select a food franchise brand to frequent.

Introduction
Kentucky Fried Chicken is a fast food
restaurant chain that specializes in fried chicken
and is headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky,
in the United States. It is the world's second
largest restaurant chain (as measured by sales)
after McDonald's, with 18,875 outlets in 118
countries and territories as of December 2013.
The company is a subsidiary of Yum! Brands,
a restaurant company that also owns the Pizza
Hut and Taco Bell chains. KFC was founded
by Harland Sanders, an entrepreneur who began
selling fried chicken from his roadside
restaurant in Corbin, Kentucky, during the Great
Depression. Sanders identified the potential
of the restaurant franchising concept, and the
first "Kentucky Fried Chicken" franchise
opened in Utah in 1952.

the product is always compared. Their product
includes Goods (Burgers, Chicky Meals etc)
and Services (cleanliness, quick service,
parties, and meetings).

Product Strategy:
It was launched here as an innovative product.
KFC has got one product line but later they
introduced products in the same line to protect
their market share. New product ideas are
generated from: Customer services (comments
cards) Gallops survey (mystery shoppers) They
have a Quality Assurance department that
decides the new product innovation. Q.A.
department prepares screening of new ideas
and product's feasibility report. This department
does the technical evaluation (whether it is
practical to produce the new product or not).
The products are tested externally by offering
trials to customers by giving them free
samples. KFC uses telemarketing, print media,
billboards and most recently televised
marketing for promotion.

Product planning:
Their product is classified as consumer product
as it has no intermediates. It also offers
specialty goods. The stock turnover of KFC
is relatively high. The prices and quality of
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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new offers.

KFC adds a new product in its present
assortment based on their competitors,
product's adequate demand, the satisfaction
of key financial criteria and its compatibility
with environmental standards.

Change in Product Positioning:
KFC products were first offered to upper
socio-economic group. Later, introducing
discounted and lower price deals, they are
now dealing in masses. So, KFC has traded
down. In doing so KFC has used the same
brand name and same high quality product.

Product Mix strategies:
The product mix strategies are in
relation to:

Product Branding, Packaging and Labeling:
Brand Name: KFC Color: Red, white

Competitors:
KFC has a head-on competition with
McDonalds so wherever they place their
products; KFC goes there as well. Locally
in Pakistan KFC face a close competition
with the local brands like AFC (Al-Baik Fried
Chicken), Fried Chicks, Dixy Chicks etc which
are producing more or less the same product
as KFC. Attributes: The brand KFC is so strong
that it is the attribute itself. Quality: KFC
products are based on high quality and prices.

Symbol: Colonel Harland Sander's picture
and KFC written with it. Master Brand: The
brand itself is so dominant, that it immediately
comes in mind.

KFC Brand:
KFC's brand identity is the logo featuring
Colonel Harland Sanders, one of the bestrecognized icons in the world. It is trademarked
registered brand and is distinctive, adaptable
to addition to product line. It suggests
something about product. It is legally protected
and registered.

Product Mix Expansion and
Contraction:
KFC keeps on modifying their product through
line extension and other methodologies. Line
Extension is being done through introducing
new meals offers. The alteration of existing
products is also done and this function is
performed by the Quality Assurance
department. The department decides which
product should be sold and when (seasonal
products as rice and soups offered in winters).
Functional modification is also done by the
Q.A. department to introduce new recipes.
Other than expansion contraction is also being
dealt with as when the new deals or offers
are not sold as expected, Q.A. department
contracts the previous offers and introduces
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

Brand Equity and Strategy:
The brand equity is very high as the value added
by brand to the product effects the product
selling. And the Brand strategy followed is
that the KFC is marketing the entire output
under products own brand. Pepsi and Nescafe
are the complementary brands associated with
KFC.

Packaging Strategy:
KFC makes its own disposable packaging. If
they need promotion Pepsi contributes in
improving the packaging quality. KFC does
7
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family packaging. They use paper material
for packaging to avoid health hazards and
environmental pollution.

unique convenience of enjoying the delicious
KFC offering anytime, anywhere, thus making
fast food truly fast and convenient. It intends
to further develop its mobile network
nationwide through more such units.

Labeling:
KFC does brand labeling. Some of its products
also have informational labels such as Halal,
Veggie Burgers and Chicky Meals.

PROMOTION:
The logo features Colonel Harland Sanders
that is one of the best logo in the world has
created its name as a standard in the market.
Today the Colonel's Spirit and heritage are
reflected in KFC's brand identity.

PRICE:
In introduction stage KFC entered the market
using market-skimming strategy. Their products
were high price and targeted only upper class.
Gradually they trickle down focusing on the
middle class to penetrate the market. Also
KFC follows one price strategy. Price is
determined according to the rates of the raw
materials and policies of the Govt. The political
and legal forces often affect the policies of
KFC and eventually results in change of prices
that is due to imposing of taxes.

KFC by its advertisements derives the desire
in the customer to come and enjoy healthy
food in their favorite restaurant. They spend
2% of its profits on advertisement. They use
print media and most recently doing televised
marketing to promote it products. Their
advertising media involve: Newspapers,
Pamphlets, Billboards and Television. KFC
does both the primary demand
Advertising (?Become a Chicken Fanatic?)
and the selective demand advertising (e.g.
?Zinger Meal?). In its advertising it give
informative messages like ?Keep the city
Clean?. KFC does institutional advertising
to stimulate demand. When KFC offers new
products then it does product advertising. KFC's
ad's act as counteracts which means to drive
the customer to KFC i.e. it uses pull
advertising strategy. They also provide wit
the key chains, watches, bags, tee-shirts etc.
to its customers with the purchase of different
meals as a part of their promotional activities.
They also provide with certain midnight
packages, birthday packages and lot more. KFC
has put big hoardings on the busy areas of
Pakistan and have an effective advertisement
campaign on the media in order to motivate

PLACE:
Distribution Channel: KFC has only one
channel of distribution i.e. direct where the
goods are transferred to the consumer directly.
KFC has no middlemen. Distribution of
Consumer Goods and Services: KFC does
distribution of consumer goods directly to
the consumer. It also does distribution of
services to the consumer like parking, sitting,
home delivery, etc. KFC does intensive
distribution on its outlets. (All and everything
on every outlet). KFC gets Wheels! KFC
launched its first mobile unit, which took the
streets of Karachi by storm. The mobile unit
has been designed to cater to the needs of
those who are on the go, and have little time
to stop by at a restaurant. It also provides a
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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and its changing marketing opportunities and
is done by KFC in a well defined manner.
Strategic planning sets the stage for the rest
of the planning in the firm. KFC is looking
that how much its current strategies are
beneficial for them. Although these are good
and profitable but dynamic changes in
environment are requiring identifying the
attractive Opportunities.

its customers. The colors used in advertising
are Red, White and blue which itself is
recognition for the brand. KFC have joint sale
promotions with different companies like HP,
Philips, Value Meals, Pepsi-Cola. And most
recently with ARY Gold digital and World
Call Internet services. Also KFC Proud Partners
are Del Monte, Culligan, Shan and Peek Freans
(EBM). PSO had made a scheme in which
PSO had given the coupons of KFC having
10% off. (1 coupon was given after each
purchase of 10 liters of petrol)

That is the reason that they are expanding their
market size by focusing on sub urban areas
and targeting middle class people by providing
them differentiated products at a fair price.
They are opening their new mobile outlets
in there potent ional markets. KFC is also
going to increase its sweet dishes to avail
the opportunity available for them. KFC in a
Growing Market: The market of KFC is
increasing day by day. Being a food market
it is always considered in a growing market
because it increases continually with the
population. Their growth is continuously
increasing and if they want to be a leader,
they have to develop a strategy which is
predominantly a market expansion strategy
and in this way they will not lose their
leadership. It has greatly increased their market
share in Pakistan by following different
strategies that may be regarding their products,
prices, placement or promotions. They have
been following the strategies for market
expansion by targeting the new users of the
product, describing the new uses of the product
and by showing them more usage of the
product.

KFC in its advertisements says;
"Nobody does chicken like KFC"
"We do chicken right"
Hence, focuses on product advertising. KFC
does mass selling in order to reach its target
market (as it has trickle down). KFC in its
ads try to convert people to people who eat
boring bland fast food over to KFC. The
message conveyed in the ads is recognition
for the brand. KFC does competitive
advertisement with its head on competition
with McDonalds. Regarding this KFC uses
Pricing below competition strategy.
KFC sponsor's many NGO's and other social
welfare organizations. They also offer
different deals according to the season and
occasions.

KFC as a market leader:
It has covered 80% of the market share in
fast food industry KFC has recognition around
the world and has been globally positioned
for many years in Pakistan and to capture the
market share in Pakistan adopts champs
philosophy. Strategic Planning is the process
of developing and maintaining a strategic fit
between the organizational goals, capabilities
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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In December 2013, there were 361 KFC outlets
in India.
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As well as the standard KFC offerings, the
chain sells a chickpea burger, a paneer burger,
hot wings with chilli lemon sprinkles and other
country-specific products.

However, the outlet reopened for business
within six hours of its closure, after the
Karnataka High Court blocked the local
authorities' order on an appeal by KFC. The
company had argued that it prepared food in
India using the same formula as in 77 other
countries.

A major franchise holder is QSR Brands (M)
Holdings, which operated 26 outlets as of
2012.

A second outlet opened in Delhi, but was closed
by the authorities throughout November,
purportedly for health reasons, but more likely
to avoid a repetition of the Bangalore incident.

The first Indian KFC was a two-storey outlet
on the fashionable Brigade Road in Bangalore
in June 1995.
According to journalist Michael White, the
company could not have chosen a "more
difficult venue for its maiden entrée into the
country."

The Delhi outlet soon closed permanently.
KFC began to expand outside of Bangalore
in 2004, with a localized menu that was the
most extensive meat-free menu across the
chain's worldwide operations. It introduced
a vegetarian menu that included rice meals,
wraps and side dishes and, like McDonald's,
served eggless mayonnaise and sauces. Unnat
Varma, marketing director of KFC India, states
"The vegetarian offerings have made the brand
more relevant to a larger section of consumers
and that is necessary for KFC's growth." KFC
also began using Indian spices and cooking
techniques to localize its chicken dishes. By
2008-09, KFC operated 34 outlets in India.

Bangalore housed the headquarters of the
Karnataka Rajya Raitha Sangha, one of the
most influential, vocal and anti-foreign
investment farmers' associations in the
country.
The first outlet suffered protests from left
wing, anti-globalization and environmental
campaigners, as well as local farmers, who
objected to the chain bypassing local producers.
Many Indians were concerned about the
onslaught of consumerism, the loss of national
self-sufficiency, and the disruption of
indigenous traditions.

In 2014, KFC launched the "So Veg, So Good"
menu as part of an India-specific promotional
strategy focused on enhancing their vegetarian
range. Dhruv Kaul, marketing director of KFC
India, stated, "The So Veg, So Good menu
launch does not mean that we are moving away
from our core chicken offerings. It enhances
and strengthens our existing vegetarian range
and helps broaden the brand's relevance in a
diverse country such as India".

The protests came to a head in August 1995,
when the Bangalore outlet was repeatedly
ransacked.
The KFC outlet in Bangalore demanded, and
received, a police van permanently parked
outside for a year The outlet was closed on
September 13, 1995 by local authorities, who
claimed the company used illegally high
amounts of monosodium glutamate (MSG)
in its food.
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

V. HYPOTHESIS

1.

To identify the factors affecting the
choice of Indian young consumers for
fast food.

Variables chosen for research

To study the consumption pattern towards
fast food with respect to the frequency
of visits, choice of fast food outlets.

1.

variety of products

2.

Speed of service

3.

Accuracy in service

4.

Price

5.

Taste of products

6.

Ingredients

7.

Packaging

8.

Attitude of Staff

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

9.

Location

The present study evaluates the consumer
perception towards food franchisee in India.
The data were collected using a structured
questionnaire. The population of the study
consisted of college students in Thane city.
A sample of 150 respondents was selected
through convenience sampling basis. The
samples for the study consisted of youth
segment in the age group between 18-25 years
as food outlets are more popular amongst these
groups. Out of the total sample size 137
respondent?s data wasconsidered valid for the
purpose of analysis. Primary Data was collected
using a pre designed, structured and close ended
questionnaire to explore the perception of
150 respondents who were the customers of
KFC in Thane city of Maharashtra State.

10. Additional Information

2.

3.

To analyse the consumer perception
about popular Food Franchisee KFC in
thane city.

11. Customer Service
12. Opening Hours
The hypothesis was framed on the basis of
above twelve variables for the purpose of
analysis.
HO: There is no significant association
between the above selected variables and
satisfaction level of customers of KFC. H1:
There is a significant association between the
above selected variables and satisfaction level
of customers of KFC.

VI. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The average ranks out of 10 has been listed
below, which shows Taste, Location, Opening
Hours and Ingredients have the top most
priority to go in these franchisee, where as
the Price is the main criteria for people to
avoid the KFC.

Data was subjected to various statistical tools
for the purpose of analysis. SPSS software
was used for analyzing the data. The conclusions
were drawn on the basis of samples statistics

Table : Average ranks by customers for the satisfaction level for the 12 criterions
Variety Speed Accuracy Price
KFC 3.413

3.488

VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

3.41

2.98

Taste
3.81

Ingre Packing Attitude Location Additional Service
dients
of staff
Information hours
3.7

3.8

11

3.37

3.5

3.2

3.5

Opening
3.47
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Conclusion
This study finds that consumers attach great
importance to various factors such as quality
of food, facility layout, service quality - speed
and cleanliness. But all factors are not equally
important while choosing a food franchise.
Hence we can say that good taste and good
ingredients are most important factors whereas
additional information is least important factor
for the consumers.. It means more the
consumer is satisfied with the pricing, more
they visit the outlet. According to most of
the consumers, taste and quality of ingredients
of the food items are the most important
factors.
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CHALLENGES AND ACCEPTABILITY OF
E-PAYMENT GATEWAY IN RURAL INDIA
Sampurna Nand Mehta (PhD Scholar, University of Mumbai)
Research Scholars University of Mumbai
Registrar, SASMIRA's Institute on Commerce & Science (SICS),
Worli, Mumbai. Email: sampurna.mehta@gmail.com
ABSTRACT:
Payments mode used have varied over the years for the purpose of transaction any type of
business. From barter to use of gold and silver to IOU's to cheques, bank transfers, credit and
debit cards, internet transfer and M-transfer. The banks thus become a very integral part of
transactions. Bank has very strict norms in terms of issuing debit or credit cards and an economy
which function too much on cash found it difficult to have bank accounts and minimum deposits
system. The Present Govt. initiated with various scheme and payment modality make Digital
and cashless India. In fact many Govt. agencies, Banks and private players started numerous
technologies towards payment system. The Infrastructural support in terms of internet, mobile
connectivity has been gradually improving in urban as well as rural part of the country. Even
the Govt. is trying to make the availability of the smart phones with various schemes in rural
and semi-urban areas of the country such that maximum to maximum people can adopt etechnology in their day to day life. Many e-transaction service provider companies have started
offering various lucrative offers like cash back, free talk- time etc in rural market where still
lots of opportunities are available. In spite of such a huge market and lots of investment by the
e-transaction service providers, it's risk to get the return as the people in rural area are not
literally advance to access and accept the new payment technology. They have fear of security
and trust in doing online transaction. Moving towards a cashless economy is not an easy task
in a nation where cash is king.
The research aims to understand the challenges and acceptability of using e-transaction rural
market where still people are either not aware of e-transaction or afraid of moving towards
cashless. For the purpose of the study, the sample has been taken from different rural areas,
Near Panvel, in Raigad District of Maharashtra.
Key Words: cashless economy, e-transaction, e-technology

INTRODUCTION

Government has already set the ball rolling
by initiating a number of measures to reduce
people's dependence on cash.

India is on the cusp of a digital revolution,
but it is to be seen if it emerges victorious;
if it sustains the momentum postdemonetization, or does it push this dream
of a 'less cash and then cashless' economy
for a later stage. While the task is enormous,
given the many challenges, the Union
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

Primary amongst those initiatives had been
the Government's thrust to open zero-balance
Jan Dhan bank accounts, in both organised
and unorganised sectors, for unbanked
accounts.
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Indians have started using digital wallets, and
mobile payments surged to their highest-ever
reach at 70 per cent in the week following
the withdrawal of Rs 500 and Rs 1,000
denomination notes.

According to Government sources, the number
of Jan Dhan bank accounts in August 2016
stood at over 230 million, while in November
it surged to 256 million.
The Government is taking lots of effort in
making India as Digital Country. Many
Committees has been formed to examine and
make suggestions to tackle the problems faced
at the ground level by the public, in the
implementation of digital payments across
the country. It will outline measures for a
rapid expansion of digital payments like debit
cards, credit cards, digital wallets, e-wallets,
Internet banking unified payments interface
et al.

Challenges for the Government are aplenty.
It will have to extend the electronic transaction
processing platform, Internet connectivity and
smart phone accessibility and penetration to
the remotest part of the country, in both rural
and urban areas. A transition to the digital
way of life has to take place gradually.
Availability and quality of Internet connection
has to be maintained. Poor Internet facilities
will lead to failure of transactions, which will
discourage people from using digital payment
methods. Moving towards a cashless economy
is not an easy task in a nation where cash is
king.

It has been forecasted that 71% of the
aforementioned 371 million mobile internet
users (262 million) in India will hail from
urban areas while rural India is expected to
have 109 million users. At present, rural Indians
use the Internet mainly for social network
websites (around 70 per cent of the Internet
users living in rural areas) such as Facebook,
and for emailing. About 15 per cent of the
rural consumers use the Internet to research
products, purchase a product, or register
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a product
after the purchase is made, compared with
30 per cent of urban consumers.

Rural mobile internet users grew by a
staggering 93% between December 2014-Dec
2015, yet only nine per cent of the hinterland
has access to the technology.
India hit 306 million mobile internet users
in December 2015 growing at an overall 77%
from 2014, according to the report released
jointly by the Internet and Mobile Association
of India and consultancy firm, IMRB.
According to TRAI, there were 988.7 million
mobile connections in India as of August 2015.
For 80% of the 219 million urban mobile
internet users, online communication was the
top reason for accessing the internet on their
devices. Entertainment was top priority for
only 30% of these users.

"The amount of actual online commerce in
rural India is still small, but it is picking up.
From 2015 to 2016, the penetration of online
purchasing in these areas doubled from four
per cent to eight per cent", the study noted.
As and when the transition to the digital way
of life happens meaningfully, this industry
will see massive growth and also generate
employment opportunities.

Among rural users, on the other hand, 52%
said their primary reason for accessing the
internet was entertainment. Communication
and social networking stood at 37% and 39%
respectively.

As for e-wallet firms like Mobiwik, Paytm
etc, perhaps they will be increasingly the
modern-day form of transactions. For them,
demonetization has come as a windfall. An
AC Nielsen report said that about 1.2 crore
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

There are various e-payment gateways through
which people can make financial transaction
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from any part of the country within few seconds
of time. Few of the payment gateways and etransaction techniques are debit and credit card,
IMPS, UPI, e-wallet, EPI, Mobile banking,
USSD, internet banking etc. The demonetization
on 8th Nov 2016 worked as catalyst in
enhancing the business of e-transaction, but
it was not for a long period of time. Table 1
clearly indicates how the e-transaction value
as well as volume decreases in months Jan
2017 to February 2017

PROBLEM DEFINITION
1.

To assess if e-transaction payment
gateway is accepted by the population
in rural market.

2.

To asses if e-transaction, the new payment
gateway will help in making India as
Cashless Nation.

3.

To find the challenges of using etransaction in rural market.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1.

Did population in rural India were aware
of e-payment gateway?

2.

What were the actual challenges to epayment service operators in rural
market?

3.

Did the rural areas in India were ready
to accept the concept of e-payment.

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

Table 1 (Source: Business India, edition-March
2017)
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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1.

Area of research is a major constraint.
The biggest limitation of the study is
that it has been done in rural areas of
Raigad Districts in Maharashtra (Near,
Panvel) only and may not give an overall
picture of India.

2.

Time limit is also a constraint. The study
has been taken only for 3 months after
demonetization period between 15th
December 2016 to 14th March 2017.

3.

The research included the data from
populations in rural areas where most
of people were illiterate; hence the
response might be unfair in some cases.

4.

This research reflects the opinion and
responses of individuals only where by
findings and suggestion given on the basis
of this research cannot be extrapolated
(applied) to the entire population.
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HYPOTHESIS

Chipale, Waje, Karnala, Nere, Aijvli, Harigram,
Kon and Apate.

H01: Majority the people using internet in
rural areas have significant awareness of etransaction payment gateway.

Sample Size:
The study was limited to those participants
who willingly elected to complete the
instruments in their entirety. There were a
total of 250 respondents, of which a figure
of 208 was selected for the study.

HA1: Very few people using internet in rural
areas are aware of e-transaction payment
gateway.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Method:

Sample Design:

The study was descriptive and analytical, so
a Survey method was used. A well-structured
questionnaire was prepared and was
administered to the respondents through a
personal interview and other methods to collect
the primary data. The questionnaire was divided
into two parts. Part one is respondent's profile
and Part two was the main survey.

The researcher relied upon simple random
sampling technique, considering the research
methodology and research type as per
guidelines. A caution was exercised during
the study that the respondents who did not
show inclination to be a part of the study were
not covered.

The sample to which the questionnaire was
administered was based on random sampling
techniques. The sample distribution was given
in Table 1.

Area of Research:
Rural Areas near Panvel in Raigad Districts
inMaharashtra which includes Adai, Chipale,
Waje, Karnala, Nere, Aijvli, Harigram, Kon
and Apate.

Table 1
Age

Male

Female

Total

15-25

23

12

35

25-35

22

9

31

35-45

34

16

50

The data collection has been done for a period
of 3 months 15th December 2016 to 14th
March 2017

45-55

26

18

44

Secondary Data:

55-65

18

10

28

65-75

12

8

20

135

73

208

The secondary information or data was
collected from newspapers, previous research
articles and relevant websites.

Period of Study:

Source: Primary data

Research Instruments:
A summated closed end questionnaire was used
with different viewpoints of people. In this
questionnaire, all the questions were positively
framed to study the impact of independent
variables like age, gender and profession on
the dependent variable.

Primary Data:
Primary data was collected randomly through
the structured questionnaire in Rural Areas
of Raigad Districts in Maharashtra and using
simple random sampling. The areas covered
were villages near Panvel which includes Adai,
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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format which allowed and facilitated
subsequent data processing. Data sheet was
prepared directly at Statistical Program for
Social Sciences (SPSS) software for further
analysis.

Statistical Analysis:
Efficient and effective data analysis is the
result of effective data preparation. This was
found to be very crucial between the completion
of the field work and the statistical processing
of the collected data. Data preparation involved
transferring the questionnaire into an electronic

On the basis of the datasheet tables were
prepared for the analysis.

HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS
Table 9
Hypothesis Testing

H01: Majority of the
people using internet
in rural areas have
significant
awareness of etransaction payment
gateway.

(A) Test
Degree of
Level of
Statistics
freedom
significance
x2 (cal)=Σ df=(r-1)(c-1)
∞
(O-E)2/E

12.16

5

0.05

(B)
X2 (∞)

11.07

HA1: Very few people
using internet in rural
areas are aware of etransaction payment
gateway.

Interference

Conclusion

Very few
Since
people
Calculated
2
using
value of X
calculative (A) internet in
is greater than rural areas
are aware
its critical
of evalue of X2
transaction
(B), the null
hypothesis Ho1 payment
is rejected. so, gateway.
HA1 is
accepted.

df: degree of freedom=(number of rows-1) (number of column-1)

FINDINGS & ANALYSIS
I.

User of Internet or Smart Phone ( Reference Table 2 & Graph 1)
Age

Total

15-25

25-35

35-45

45-55

55-65 65-75

User of Internet Yes

21

17

27

19

12

4

100

or Smart phones No

14

14

23

25

16

16

108

Total

35

31

50

44

28

20

208

Table 2 (Source: Primary data)
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Table 2 & Graph 1 (Source- Primary data)
With reference to the Table 2 & graph 1, it shows that Maximum user of internet or Smart
phones are within the age bracket of 15-45 years.
Very few People of age bracket between 55-75 years were using internet or smart phones.
Most of the people of these groups told that they were using mobile phones just for verbal
connectivity which could be possible by non-android based phones. Those who were using
smart phones were either gifted by some relatives or their ward working in urban areas. These
people were using smart phones but rarely using the internet connectivity. Most of the smart
phones users were found in the village Waje and Karnala.
The young generation of age bracket between 15-25 years was college students and using
smart phones and internet, but most of them using for chatting and entertainment.
II.

Awareness of e-Transaction (Reference Table 2 and Graph 2)
Age

Total

15-25

25-35

35-45

45-55

Are you aware of Yes

7

9

11

8

4

1

40

e-transaction

14

8

16

11

8

3

60

21

17

27

19

12

4

100

Total

No

55-65 65-75

Table 3 (Source: Primary data)
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Graph 2 (Source: Primary data)
The research and the above data reflect that more than 50% of the respondents were not aware
of e-transaction. The respondents having age bracket 15-25 years found maximum (67%) and
age bracket 65-75 years found minimum (25%).
Most of the youth having age bracket 15-25 years were using smart phones for chatting or
entertainment. Few of them told that they used it to recharge their mobile phones or to pay
the utility bills.
Data indicates that maximum user of e-transaction were in age bracket 15-25years. Most of
the respondents having age bracket 65-75 and using e-transactions were retired from Government/
Private organization, posted in urban areas, but now living in native place after the retirement,
so they were used to various e-payment gateway. Few of them of the same age bracket told
that their son working in urban area, had gifted them the smart phones and trained them to use
e-transaction for easy and convenience purpose, at least fulfill the basic requirement like
mobile recharge, payment of utility bills etc.
The young generations of age bracket 15-25 years were found using e-transaction for online
shopping for self or family members. Few of the young from age bracket 25-35 years revealed
that they were using e-wallet for booking railway tickets or bus tickets. They were working or
studying in nearby cities like Mumbai, Pune or Nagpur and used to come to native place in
weekend or holidays to meet their parent or family.
III. Purpose for using e-transaction (Table 5 and Graph 4)
Purpose
Mobile Recharge
Electricity bill payment
Money transfer to other bank account
Physical shopping
Online shopping
Total

Percentage
35
17
4
30
13
100

Table 4 (Source-Primary Data)
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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Graph 3 (Source-Primary Data)
The table 4 and graph 3 reflect that the people having smart phones and aware about internet
were using e-transaction payment gateway for different usage depending on their requirements.
It was found that maximum people were using it for mobile recharge (35%), and 31% were
using for physical shopping which includes purchasing from grocery, or restaurants or other
necessary items. They used it either in their villages doe small purchasing or may be shopping
in nearby city like Panvel or Mumbai.
The study reflects that most of the respondents using it for electricity bill payment were of
around age bracket 35-45 years and working in nearby cities like Panvel or Mumbai. They
used to travel daily for job, so not able to get time for paying utility bills, and feeling etransaction as easy and convenience.
The age bracket between 15-25 years were using e-transaction for online shopping for luxury
or fancy items like perfumes, mobiles, dress materials etc. Few of the respondents told that
they were not able to get good attire, perfumes or gift items in villages, so they used etransaction for online shopping being easy and convenience.
IV.Reasons for not using e-Transaction (Graph 4)

Graph 4-Source-Primary Data
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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From the respondents who were using internet
or smart phones, but not availing the facility
of e-transaction payment gateway had various
reasons for the same, With reference to the
graph 4, the study clearly reflects that maximum
respondents (41%) were not using etransaction because of the fear of security
e-fraud whereas it has been found that 25%
of the respondents who had smart phones or
internet facility, but were not using etransaction because they do not had debit card
or credit cards which required to transfer the
deposits the amount in.

Banking scheme" which is operating similar
to a bank but on small scale. Even Airtel is
offering interest on the money deposited in
such wallet. The Indian rural market is really
an opportunities for such operators and service
providers, but the big challenges is that
availability of good internet connectivity and
smart phones. Even now, many people in rural
areas are not using smart phones. Few people
if using smart phones, then not aware of ewallet or afraid of the security involved in
transaction of money. Few of them, not able
to use e-wallet because of the fear of the failure
of internet connectivity in between the
transaction.

Few respondents having age bracket of 4555 years gave the example of e-wallet and
told that keeping money in e-wallet would
not give any interest for keeping money as
deposit. They told that the usage of e-wallet
was not on regular basis, so why the money
would be kept idle in e-wallet without any
monetary benefits.

Though Government is trying its best in
providing best to best facilities in rural India
to make India as Cashless Nation, but all efforts
will be of no use if people will not take up
the call themselves. It's trust which involved
in between the people and the transaction of
the money. The people are required to be train
and convince of the benefits of e-wallet. The
awareness to people in rural areas about ewallet is very important to make it really a
success.

Few of the respondents told that the poor
internet or mobile connectivity in their village
will create fear in their mind of the transaction
failure. They feel that the transaction may
not be completed and the password or the
other credentials entered for transaction may
misuse.

There are a few suggestions to make e-wallet
a success:
1. Awareness- The Government should
encourage the awareness on the usage and
benefits of e-wallet or any other etransaction modality. There are different
suggestive methods for awareness which
are as below:

CONCLUSION & SUGGESTIONS
E-transaction payment gateway, is a fast growing
technology in India where people do not have
to carry physical money and they can use the
payment through various electronic gateway
anywhere in India using internet connectivity.
The basics requirements for the success of
this technology are smartphone and good
internet connectivity which are really a big
challenge for India. After demonetization in
November 2016, many private players along
with banking sectors enter in this business.
They are trying to give best to best offers in
terms of cash backs, discounts, free gifts etc.
to catalyze the usage of e-wallet. Now, even
Telecom giant Airtel has recently started "Airtel
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

a. Today in Indian culture, still involvement
of Government in any campaign or
business gives trust in the mind of
common people. So, suggest to include
Government school teachers for
awareness campaign. The teacher will
meet the people and guide them on the
usage and benefits of e-transaction. They
make people to have trust on etransaction.
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b. Different activities in the form of role
plays or movies on e-transaction can be
shown to the villagers.
c. Young Generations are the most user
of smart phone. The Government or the
NGO may conduct different activities
for the college students. They may give
certain benefits by offering discounts
or gift on purchase on items.
d. The Government can include the topic
or subject e-transaction or "Digital India"
in the curriculum of junior college or
degree colleges.
e. The ladies will be given gift or discounts
on purchasing of daily household items
where they have to use e-transaction mode
for the offers.
2. E-Shop: Many people in rural areas are
not carrying smart phones or have fear
to use e-transaction. For such section,
suggest to appoint small e-shops who will
make the transaction through his/her smart
phone. E-shops may be the seller of Mobile
recharge or private kiosk of banks dealing
in cash transfer business. E-shops will work
like recharge shop of Pre-Paid Mobile
phone connection. Only difference will
be that there must be an OTP (One Time
Password) send to the user to verify with
the e-shop vendor. Almost all the people
in rural India have Aadhar Card (UID
Number) and it is linked with certain bank
for LPG subsidiary or KYC etc.
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For any e-transaction, the people will
approach e-shop and fill a form/slip like
bank challan with Aadhar Number and the
amount to transfer. The E-shop will act
as bridge or facilitator in between the
merchant and the user and transfer the
money from his/her e-wallet. For
verification, OTP generated on user mobile
will required for success of transaction.
The e-shop will get certain amount as
service charge from merchant as well as
e-wallet operator.
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DIGITAL BANKING IN INDIA AND ITS
FURTHERING IN FINANCIAL INCLUSION
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ABSTRACT:
Digital banking has the potential to transform the banking business as it significantly lowers
transaction and delivery costs. Major concerns such as the 'digital divide' between the rich and
poor, the different operational environments for public and private sector banks, problems of security
and authentication, management and regulation, and inadequate financing of small and medium scale
enterprises (SMEs) are highlighted.
Most people in the banking industry agree that digital banking is the wave of the future. Indeed,
many would contend that it's already here. Yet there's not all that much agreement regarding what
"digital banking" really means. "Digital banking" often gets confused with mobile banking and online
banking, and even omnichannel banking. True, all these involve digital applications in one form or
another. But what constitutes "digital banking," or even a "digital bank" has yet to gain overwhelming
agreement.
This paper concentrate on the trends in Digital banking, the innovations in digital banking,Digital
banking in India, how digital banking works, Whether the customers are satisfied, how it will work
in Future,whether it gives an advantages or disadvantages to the country like India.
Key words: Digital banking, omnichannel banking, Digital innovations, customer satisfaction.
Executive Summary:
do transactions at any time and can check
account balances by sitting at home. Digital
banking has changed the face of transactional
business and affects commerce across many
trades and industries.

"Digital" is the new humming word in the
banking sector, with banks all around the globe
hopping onto the digital bandwagon or popular.
For example,the introduction of mobile
technology massively disrupted innovation in
the banking sector, digital is also doing the
same. In order to maintain a competitive edge,
Banks of all sizes are making sizeable
investments in digital initiatives

Nowadays, consumers are mostly preferring
online transactions that were traditionally
reserved for tellers inside a bank branch. Teller
transactions have reduced because Internet
users have the convenience of transferring
funds, making deposits and requesting
withdrawals from their personal computers.
According to Bank Systems and Technology,
"Digital banking has been the great influence
in displacing branch transactions." Consumers
also have the desire of paying bills through their
banks online.

As technology drives changes in consumer
behaviors and expectations, banks must become
the necessary tool to fulfill their customers'
financial and non-financial needs.
Digital banking is very convenient to customers
in terms of comfort and security of their own
home and personal computer. Consumers can
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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The increase in online and Digital banking
activity has gained the attention of institutions
as compared to the traditional banking industry.
Most of the institutions provide banking
services such as prepaid credit cards, pay-day
loans, business loans and check cashing
services to consumers for a fee. Online
services similar to those provided at banks are
also available to customers. Services provided
by these financial institutions are not subject
to the same government regulations as
traditional banks and credit unions.

• Chart showing comparison between banking
channels and mobile transactions

Objectives of the Study:• To examine the trends in Digital Banking.
• To study the innovations in Digital Banking.
• To study the progress of Digital banking in
Financial inclusion Trends in Digital Banking
• The 'Platformification' of Banking
• Removing Friction from the Customer
Journey
• Making Big Data Actionable
• Introduction of 'Optichannel Delivery
• Expansion of Digital Payments
• Executing on Innovation
• Exploring Advanced Technologies
• Emergence of a New Breeds of Banks
• Mining New Talent

2015, Bain & Company, Digital Banking Report

Chart
showing
Transactions

Mobile

Banking

2014, US Federal Researve, The Financial Brand.

Different Charts showing Trends in Digital
Banking
• Chart showing Payment preferences

2015,TSYS payment choice study, Digital Banking Report.
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DIGITAL INNOVATION

complexity, also raises some new concerns
around operational risks.

While new entrants are changing the face of
banking, traditional financial institutions can
still dominate by partnering, hiring,
crowdsourcing, and piloting new solutions
that focus on the customer experience. The
banking innovations are now increasing on
everyday basis. Everyone is realizing the
digital innovations happening in the world.

Digital Brand Equity
While Traditionally, banking brands had been
some of the most respected, the financial
crisis hit all financial institutions especially
hard. Most banking brands have yet to recover
from the reputational damage experienced
during the crisis. In fact, banks have
experienced the least growth in brand value
over the last 10 years as compared to other
industries.
consumers will expect banking experiences
to reproduce those in other industries, as
digitization of all industries continuously
increasing. With significantly fewer visits to
a local branch office or even a phone call to
a customer service representative, conveying
a consistent brand experience will be more
challenging. The importance of developing
personalized experiences based on data
analytics will be paramount.
Brand equity in the industry will also
increasingly flow from partnerships that are
established with others in the ecosystem.
Service differentiation and customer
experience will increasingly become the
major deciding factors, with the ability to
deliver real-time insights and offers,
transparency and integrated commerce
opportunities becoming more important .

EFFORTLESS FOR ORGANIZATIONS
Since the economic crisis of 2008, financial
services organizations have been simplifying
their business and operating models for both
economic reasons and to reduce
organizational effort. Banks and credit
unions realize that they can't be "all things to
all people" and that it is more efficient to
outsource and/or divest from noncore
activities. All these changes have resulted in
staff reductions, reduction of physical
footprint and digitalization of processes.

Blockchain-Based Payment Systems
The value of global transactions at $26
trillion annually with billions of dollars in
fees, but states that the systems that facilitate
this volume of payments are inefficient,
antiquated, and incapable of satisfying
worldwide demand. The impact of
competition to address these needs will be
greater efficiencies, as customer want
everything to be on an online basisas
compared to traditional banks.

The concept of extended partnerships, where
there is an increasing reliance on a network
of partners, service providers, and industry
utilities, is expected to become more
common across the industry over the next
decade .According to Deloitte,this extended
ecosystem, while offering some obvious
benefits, such as reduced costs and
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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payments channel has experienced
transformation. Examples include online
(PayPal), mobile (MPesa), contactless
(Apple Pay®, peer-to-peer (Square, Venmo,
etc.), cross-border remittances (Ripple
Labs), and cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin). The
biggest transformation of payments may be
on the horizon, however, where blockchain
could bring vast efficiencies by speeding up
transactions and diminishing transaction
costs for everyone involved.

infrastructure in the US is a serious
impediment to any modernization effort.
AI and Machine Learning or active learning
Automated trading has been in place for
decades with the electronification of
exchanges and algorithmic trading have
already diminished the role of the human
trader in a number of asset classes,
particularly in equities and futures. The
performance of machines to make intelligent
decisions is only going to accelerate
exponentially in the near future. It is expected
that markets will become more efficient,
making opportunities for competitive
differentiation fewer, reducing overall
profitability.

Blockchain innovations will be the most
transformative change in the payments
system for the next ten years. Their
prediction is that all payment volumes will
increase dramatically by 2025, spurred by
Internet of Things (IoT), digital payments and
direct corporate payments. Changes to
payment infrastructure can facilitate
increased volume, while decreasing fee
margins. Decreasing the need for
intermediaries can reduce costs, while
increasing access around the world.

Tailored human insights and strategic advice
in building algorithms and making investment
decisions will become the main competitive
differentiators,Despite the automation of
trading. This will result in an investment in
specialized, human expertise that should be
able to differentiate their offerings in the
marketplace.

This desire or wish to exploit blockchain
technology is not restricted to retail
payments. In fact, there is equal potential in
the corporate space as well, considering
applications in trade finance, cross-border
payments and payments reconciliation.

As in the area of payments, distributed
ledgers could potentially hold vast promise
to radically transform trading transactions,
which in the past required a trusted
intermediary. As with payments, legacy
systems and thinking will impact the speed
of this transition. It is believed that it will
take enormous effort on a collective basis
to migrate to a blockchain-based trading and
settlement infrastructure.

The report projects continuing growth of
mobile payments and wearables, with Internet
of Things (IoT)-enabled mobile wallets may
finally reach critical proportion before 2020,
making many forms of consumer payments
seamless, nonintrusive, and hassle-free. The
concern with this integration of payments
within all that we do daily is that banks and
credit unions will lose control over the
customer experience.

Peer to Peer or marketplace Lending
A number of developments have combined to
impact the competitiveness of legacy banking
organizations in lending, including:

Interestingly, while innovation in payments
continues unabated, retailers and banks in the
United States continue to compete with the
migration to chip card technology (EMV),
illustrating
that
legacy
payment
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

• A stricter regulatory environment for
legacy banking organizations, compared to
non-banks.
• Record-low interest rates, which have
negated banks' traditional retail funding
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advantage.

"consumer experience" as small fintechs and
large technology companies offer new
solutions that reduce friction and take
advantage of digital advances.

• Reduced barriers to entry through
technology, with new players able to enter
without huge upfront investment.

Deloitte's recommendations to the banking
industry is to strategically invest in innovation
by partnering, hiring, crowdsourcing, and
piloting - engaging with different players to
develop new solutions across the banking
spectrum; and proactively working with
regulators in the shaping of standards and
protocols around new technologies.

• More tech-savvy consumer base with
higher expectations of digital delivery and
reduced loyalty to traditional banking
organizations.
In response to these marketplace changes,
and unburdened by legacy systems or
regulatory constraints related to holding
deposits, marketplace lenders such as
LendingClub, Prosper, Kabbage and SoFi are
exploiting innovative technology to remove
frictions in traditional lending processes.
That said, with only $15 billion in loan
originations in 2015, these marketplace
lenders have yet to make a significant impact
on the $3.5 trillion non-mortgage consumer
debt in the United States.

HOW ONLINE BANKING WORKS
1. Initial Set-Up
Online banking is easy and simple to use, but
it requires a one-time registration or set-up
on your financial institution's website. To do
this, look for "Home Banking" or "Online
Banking" log in, typically located
prominently at the top of your bank's website.
You'll typically need to enter the name on the
account, your account number, and your social
security card number for verification. Then
you'll create a user name, enter your email
address (so you can be notified when your
monthly statement is available), and set a
password.

Despite predictions that marketplace lending
will eventually disrupt banks, legacy banks
and marketplace lenders would rather partner
than compete. Examples include Citi's
partnership with LendingClub, OnDeck's
association with Chase for small business
loan origination, and Avant's relationships
with JPMorgan for securitization.

A few banks require you to register in person
or over the phone in order to set-up online
banking, so if you can't find the online banking
registration info on your bank's website you
may need to contact them for instructions on
how to set it up.

One prime reason is that MPLs have already
created nimble technology platforms from
scratch, while legacy organizations would not
need to recreate the wheel. Alternatively,
legacy banks and credit unions have the vast
majority of existing relationships.

2. Logging In

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE

After the initial set-up and registration, you
can log in and access your account any time
by entering your username and password at
the online banking section of your bank's
website. Typically, once you're logged in
you'll come to a summary page which shows
you an at-a-glance look at your accounts and
their balances, the most recent transactions,
and any items that are pending.

New entrants will continue to bring
disruption to the marketplace, but legacy
financial institutions will still dominate and
lead the charge for innovation. This is
because banks and credit unions maintain
strong relationships with consumers and
businesses. That said, traditional financial
institutions risk losing control over the
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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3. Use the Tools Your Bank Offers

inclusion

Every financial institution offers a variety and
a lot of online banking tools, including
automatic savings, transfers between
accounts, bill pay, and more. On your first
log in, you'll want to take the time to
familiarize with these features, and which
ones would benefit you the most. Features
vary, so if you don't see what you're looking
for, contact your bank for information. Many
offer live chat with a customer service
representative online, but you can also
contact them by phone for more information.

Digital banking can play role of a stimulus in
achieving the aim of financial inclusion in an
economically beneficial manner. It gives a
good illustration of enabling developments
and opportunities with respect to digital
banking in financial inclusion. Some of the
highlights are:
Indian consumers have shown tremendous
preference for digital technologies, which is
reflected in tremendous growth rates in ecommerce and mobile phone adoption.
Government of India and RBI, as part of
Digital India and Financial Inclusion agenda,
have launched a slew of initiatives and
changes to enhance penetration .Banks need
to invest in building more capabilities to
enhance service simplicity, availability and
interoperability.Need for ecosystem players
to adopt a holistic approach on going digital
and integrating business strategy covering all
constituents to create a remarkable customer
experience.

Impact of digital banking on customer
satisfaction
The banking industry has been rapidly
developing the use of Internet, online and
digital banking as an efficient tool to create
customer value. It is one of the famous
services offered by the traditional banks to
provide speedier and reliable and easy
services to online users. With the increasing
development of computer technology as a
commercial to Internet banking can be used
to attract many customers to perform banking
transactions in related banks. However, the
main problem of Internet banking faced by
the providers is that a large number of the
banks' customers are not willing to use the
Internet banking services offered. This
happened due to the services offered through
Internet banking have yet to satisfy their
customers. Customer satisfaction is an core
factor to help banks to sustain competitive
advantages. The five factors which can
influence or effect customer satisfaction
toward Internet banking include service
quality, web design and content, security and
privacy, convenience and speed .

Digital Banking in India
The world has rapidly changed because of the
use of digital banking. Nowadays it is an basic
tool which the consumers are using on the
daily basis.
Previously, we first had the physical networks
- roads, rail, electricity, and water. These
networks connected cities and towns and were
the life and blood of our economies. An
analogy to these physical networks are the
countless wireless networks. Wireless
networks connect people, phone, tablets, etc.
Radio and television networks relay music,
video, news, etc. Telecom networks connect
satellites and close geographies. Information
networks now relay more and more content
and knowledge. Basically everything is
becoming connected. Information is flowing
through networks with greater intensity and
changing everything. Markets are

It is seen that there is an positive impact of
digital banking on customer satisfaction and
little negative in case of password hacking
and other things.
Furthering of digital banking in financial
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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The secular shift in technology, mobility,
social computing and analytics have led to
changing consumer behaviour. Some have
understood and acted to adapt to this change.
Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google and
Netflix have created market value of over US
$1 trillion. They could do that as they
leveraged change and in the process
transformed customer expectations, created
new operating models and blew a few mature
companies out of the water. In contrast, some
others such as Nokia, Motorola, Borders,
Barnes and Noble, Blockbusters and HMV
slept! The new masters have created the
ability to use the networks and information
that they create around their customers,
products and services to produce a highly
personalised customer experience. Historical
sources of competitive advantage - brand,
customer relationships, distribution channels,
size and money - do not hold up any more.
However, it can hold up if you change, i.e.
interface with analytics, the data and the
software that surround our products to create
a new experience. The digital and physical
worlds are starting to come together. Digital
experience is far more personalised

disappearing, becoming networks of
information with the customer at the heart.
Power has shifted to the customers, who
behave as active elements of a network and
not passive targets of a market.
This has created a greater segmentation or
division of customers and a blurring of
competition between traditional and nontraditional players. There has been a secular
shift in technology mobility, analytics and
profusion of media. The world has become
flat. Geography is now only an issue of
logistics. Volatility, uncertainty, complexity
have made strategy, production, marketing
and distribution tough. Traditional business
models have been turned on their heads.
Welcome to the "instant world"..
Everything is moving faster, trends, novelties,
news, products, markets, etc. Linearity is
dead. Markets are now complex, internetdriven, adaptive systems. The analogy of the
market change is akin to a "simple-pendulum"
- where the movements are predictable to a
"dual-pendulum" - where patterns are erratic.
Whilst both follow laws of gravity, the "dual"
one has the force of "each other" as well.
Traditionally,
producers
relayed
communication on products, pricing to
consumer, using crafty Don Drapers! This
approach is dead. Now, customers are wellinformed. The "moment of truth" has changed
when he enters information network. The
issue is not about marketing campaigns, but
how do you get through to him.

Conclusion
The mobile and wireless market has been one
of the fastest growing markets in the world.
The introduction of technology and the
escalating use of mobile and smart phone
devices, has given the banking industry a new
platform. Connecting a customer anytime and
anywhere to their money and needs is a must
have service that has become an unstoppable
necessity. This worldwide communication is
leading a new generation of strong banking
relationships. The banking world can achieve
superior interactions with their public base
if they accommodate alltheir customer
needs. They have a unique challenge to keep
their customer alliances and keeping up with

The successful producers and marketers have
to move from a product-centric approach to
a customer-centric approach. This involves
identifying potential customers, determining
their needs and value to the company by
interacting with customers to learn about
them. Products and services have to be tailormade for individual customers. The mantra
is, "Listen, understand, change."
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the new technologies, and competitive
strategies that other banks also have to offer
the public. Conveniences of services plus
outside locations like ATMS are crucial to
every banks success. Meeting all challenges
including safety and security are perfect
examples of good banking strategies. In order
for the financial institutions to effectively
grow they must embrace the new
technologies and customize them to suit their
economic success and the public's success.
Digital banking is certainly here to stay.
Digital banking is a necessity for the bank's
that we studied and others in order for them
to stay in business. While its existence
doesn't necessary give them a competitive
edge because it is so common place, it is truly
a cost of doing business. As a tool of modern
living and as a lifestyle aid, it is absolutely
indispensable.
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As we venture into the future, the internet will
undoubtedly continue to change the banking
industry.
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BUSINESS TRANSITION PLAN for
MSME Units
Imtiaz Khan, Freelance Academician & Trainer
with Business Ground Realities and instil
confidence into the Financial Institution.

Being exposed to Small & Medium Scale
Manufacturing Business ranging from Textiles
to Rubber & Chemical industry I was fortunate
to experience their Sensitivity to Raw Material
Focus- how they thrive or suffer due to this
Factor of production during a Business
Transition . Was also fortunate to observe
SMEs lack of preparedness while responding
to a Spurt of Growth.

The subject of Finance (timely availability as
a Key factor of Business Transition is chosen
here because MSME's major weakness is,
non-inclusion of such Flexible capital funds
to meet Raw material Crisis and Market
Expansion.
Identifying the short & long term challenges
and plugging with the strategic solutions,
by earmarking fund support should be the
major focus of Financial Plan , although
the cost of capital may be higher than
normal situations.

MSME units style of operation does not allow
much room for handling a second chance to
rectify Plans and make a smooth& safer
Business transitions . MSME's lack of
Strategic Data puts MSME units in frequent
Crisis situations .This makes them falter and
struggle twice as hard to recover . Therefore
a Strategic approach to Business Transition
Plan is what MSMEs need rather than an abrupt
shift to a new Business model .

SMEs need to Introduce capital at various
phases where in Maximum gains/
consolidations are generated and soon when
such gains give relief to Financial Crunch,
thereby the Debt levels are normalised .

This article throws light on structuring the
Planning process of Business Transition of
MSME units, with special emphasis on
Financial Outlays that meets foreseeable
business challenges.

Fig:1
Business under Capital Inflows as result of
forecasted Challenges supported by
Financial Institute

With good lot of concessions and norms
prescribed by the RBI towards MSME loans,
the Banking sector in general is very
apprehensive about extending support, making
their Transition Opportunities more difficult
due to want of funds at appropriate time , within
short notice. Conventional Business capital
loans are provided by Banks which are just
adequate to meet the regular Business Process
but the SMEs need sudden infusion of funds
within short notice of time to avail certain
Opportunities or to cruise through a crisis.
There is a need to frame a better Financial Plan
which would not only cover contemporary
qualifying Norms but also convincingly deal
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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Major changes in Product features in terms of
utility, style , economy etc has gradual impact
on production and Markets, that have a bearing
on the Financial comfort.

The challenges that SME s should consider and
provide special capital funds are :
ENTRY BARRIERS
REACTIONS

It is time, that the MSME portrays a more
Deserving stand to the Banks and claim a fair
share of the available National capital and
justify its role of contributing to the GDP and
also cateringto Employment generation of the
lower strata of society.

Due to the weaker characteristics of MSME s
they get strangled very easily by Economic
Uncertainties & Competition . Generally the
SME undergo a series of Business Crisis all
of which are due to their smaller size and
insufficient financial strengths and also due
to lack of Strategy.

Following is the normal Practice adopted
by SMEs
Fig 2 indicates the Revenue and Cost curves
running parallel. In this scenario, Strategic
Resources are not considered nor the required
special capital earmarked for exigencies. (both
Opportunities & Threats)

The major among such assaults are due to lack
of Entry Barriers.
Under this context the topic of Entry Barrier
Build-upProcess and the consequent Market
behaviour is discussed in this paper .

Business without Strategic Capital
Deployment

The basic pre-requisite for such Barrier
building is availability of adequate funds at the
correct time . A small delay or interruption
here upsets the firm and is unable to face the
competition.
The Barrier Build-up process is also dependent
on Organisational goals and the nature of the
industry . Primarily the barrier building process
starts with Raw Material positioning and its
reactions in the market . Here a typical MSME
unit with 50% and above as the Raw
Materialcomponent ( with Industrial product
manufacturing ) is considered and the unit's
Raw Material is sensitive to all or either of the
following factors :

2

Features :
1. Normal Computation of Capital Outlay
2. Fin. Institutes reluctant yet allot funds but less than
desired
3. Borrowed funds utillised indiscreetly as per jumbled
Priorities
4. Challenges keep obstructing Growth
5. Continues Financial Choking makes business vulnerable
to Economic & Market forces easily
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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Irrespective of the size of the Business a good
Enterprise is set to be established only when it
has sufficient inherent strengths to ward off
competition by focussing on Competitive
Priorities backed with sufficient funds .

The embedding of certain milestones or
challenges into the financial plans not only
controls cost but the Benchmarks also
disciplines the firms' performance towards
Goal orientation.

Fig

&
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Weather conditions such as Monsoon
trends

2.

Under the category of Agri-based or
commodity type
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prone to Import / Export Policy changes

4.

Dominant foreign Nations' Yield / Output
of this Raw Material

5.

Government policies and changes such as
Minimum Support Price.

6.

Quality of the Raw Material available
varies seasonally

7.

Recyclable material as Raw Material fully
or partially
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continue to remain low . The other players
(MSME units) clogged performance with low
profit or no profits, soon become
uneconomical.
While failure to capitalise on
Bulk
procurement under current favourable
conditions could make the Business unit less
competitive , it also has to be prepared to face
possible adverse conditions in the next
season(s) when prices fall but the extra stocks
of Raw Material procured(Bulk Procurement when rates were cheaper)need to be consumed
, rendering its costs much higher than that of
the competitors . This is another situation where
financial crunch takes place due to squeezed
profit margins.

For such Business Units the timely action on
Raw Material procurement becomes Key to
success and its continuous successful practice
leads to building a good Entry Barrier , thereby
gaining economies in Cost . More so, for units
whose Raw Material is around 60% of its total
cost . The various Business Adversities or
Advantages that are possible under this

Scenario 2 :
Commodity oriented , Agriculture based
goods as Raw Material

Scenario 1 :

The growing pace of the Indian economy and
its globalisation feature has attracted many
agriculture products under the Commodities(
Exchanges) market and are subject to
speculative trade . With increased globalisation
the agriculture products performance in various
countries has a strong bearing in the quote of
commodities exchange globally. In Commodity
Exchange a speculative action not driven by
Inventories or yield but by Economic forces
makes the commodity prices soar to higher
levels thus triggering an unpleasant trend for
the industry users ( Raw Material users ) of
that commodity . It has an impact on the User
industry causing Panic purchase and such
soared prices continue to remain high for a
season or so. Such knowledge of Highs and
Lows in the Commodity exchange markets both
domestic and international reaches the user
industry late but the knowledgeable MSME
buyer when equipped with sufficient funds
capitalises and stocks the Raw Material.
Examples of such materials are Natural Rubber
, Cotton , Food based industry's raw materials
etc.

Weather conditions such as Monsoon
trends:
The competitor with higher financial strength
(referred here as C1) procures the best available
Raw Material and Leaves only the inferior Raw
Material for other players.
C 1due to its financial strength, it pays advances
and blocks future Produces of the Raw Material
.Failure of weather patterns and its consequent
low yield allows only the highest and financially
stronger bidder to procure major lots of Raw
Material besides establishing a High bid / Price
which subsequently strains other small units'
Raw Material cost .
Favourable weather patterns and its consequent
glut in the market allows the C1 to amass
extraordinary quantities of good quality Raw
Material at cheapest price to be stocked for
more than a year or for a couple of seasons . C
1 is privileged not just for the current market
season with Low selling Price ( due to low RM
cost )but for a couple of seasons . Such Price
leadership ( low price in the market ) for a long
time, chokes the other players' Prices which
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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Scenario 3 :

2. Manpower skills of superior grade to handle
sensitive Production process with Recycled
RM .

Raw Material prone to Import / Export Policy
changes

3. Machinery or Accessories to refine /
Reprocess the recycled RM

In general such commodity and agriculture
based Raw Material are also subject to major
Trade Restrictions through :-Blanket bans of
export or import

Such requirements lead to higher investments
of both fixed and working capitals , keeping in
view the additional Profit or Price advantage
such recycled Raw Material can fetch .

- Change up in Customs duties to discourage
imports and protect domestic industry

Note : In Metal Engineering Industry the scrap
recycled Iron is available at 50 % cheaper than
Virgin Raw Material , similar is the difference
in Textile Industry and other Industries where
in a Mixture of virgin and recycled are used .

Under the above circumstances the MSME are
burdened with high rates for the Raw Material
and are forced to reduce the Order Lot Size
of procurement anticipating a relief from such
impositions , leading to uneconomical
inventories or high carrying cost besides paying
a high purchase rate for such Raw Material .

Having acquired such special capability MSME
unit can has a very strong competitive edge on
its rivals because generally the recyclable Raw
Material cost is around 50% or less . This could
mean that overall profits can enhance by an
additional margins , excluding the refining/
testing cost ( if the units overall virgin Raw
Material cost is around 60%) . Such Barrier
can bring strategic gains in markets by
sustained low price product selling ( occupy
market leadership ) or whopping accruals of
net profits .

Such sudden rate fluctuations of Raw Material
occur when the output / yield in a major Foreign
country increases and the surplus is dumped at
low prices .
Scenario 4
Recyclable Material as Raw Material
Among the various Raw Material Barrier
creation scenarios this is more complex but
carries high dividends . Currently , With more
stress on minimising global warming and
energy saving the concept of judiciously using
Recyclable Raw Material is a good option .

But to attain this Position , large sums of
investments are required not only on R&D ,
testing, Reprocessing , manpower skills but
also on the very procurement of such Raw
Material. Such Raw Material are usually
available under following conditions :

This calls for high degree of TQM production
levels where in the Recyclable Raw Material
needs to intensely tested for qualifying as good
raw material without compromising on Product
quality and secondly it may also call for
addtional reprocessing or refining . In fact these
two factors of Intense Incoming Inspection and
Refining is what makes many MSME s reject
the idea because both the factors demand the
following :

- at very short notices and untimely seasons
- under special tie up arrangements with
advance payments
- tie-up sustainable only through - Cash &
Carry terms
- quantities not negotiable- entire bulk quantity
to be lifted which may be equal to 1 years
consumption or more

1. Precision in terms of technology , to decide
on Raw Material Mix based on each lot of
Recycled RM
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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Indeed this barrier creation through Special Raw
Material is quite complex .

PRODUCT view Scenarios
A firm acquires Competitive Advantage as a
result of its close working with its customer
(s)in terms of Technology . Over a period of
time its technical association with the
Corporate Customer's product preferences are
so well acquainted by the firm , combined with
continuous R&D it soon builds desired and
strategic benefits into the product ( raw material
for the customer ) Such Product differentiation
releases overall advantages to the customer both
in terms of better Finished Product and
Operation efficiencies thus giving synergies
especially in cost & Quality .

In general these finer aspects of RM
procurement (especially when 60% > Raw
Material content is critical) may not be
considered crucial by the MSME unit fin
Planners during Loan application nor do the
fin institutes identify and demand solutions for
such uncertainties .
Fig 3 indicates, the various challenges during
different phases and the Provision of Capital
to acquire Strategic Resources such that
Competitive Advantages are consolidated . Few
Illustrative situations are considered for
understanding of the Challenges.

The Business Transition plan should
benchmark such milestones and also target its
Price hike as a result of its specialised product
or if price hike is not favourable due to
competition a positive change in Receivables
by reducing the credit period should be aimed
at . Either way the firm stands to gain a financial
advantages . Such advantages should be
incorporated into the Financial Plan of the
firm. Such advantage would bring a major
change in terms of Reduction in its Working
Capital size or reduce the Interest component.

Business Capital Inflows as result of
forecasted Challenges supported by
Financial Institutes

Generally, in the absence of such strategic
working the firm would continue to use higher
levels of Funds and bear higher interest cost
due to competitive reasons such as drifting
Receivables and gradual Price drops .Identifying
niche markets or segmenting Markets as per
Product application / utilisation
and
developing Differentiated Products to suit such
segments will be the recommendation here.

Illustrative Challenges
0 to A
A to B
B to C
C to D
D to E
E to F

- Business Initial Phase - Slower Receivables
- Markets accepts the product, Receivables Improve
- Product differentiation Calls for Investments
- Good Response - Sales & Cash Inflows improve
- Change in Technology - Investments on Automation
- Quality, Price, Supply, Lowerst Rates - to gain
strategic Advantage
F to G - Sourcing of r. Material in Bulk - 1 year requirement at
Lowest Rates - to gain strategic Advantage
G to H - R. Material Advantage reaps better margins
H to I - the Cycle repeats - But Busines has gained a FIRM
FOOTING

VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

The point to be given due considerationis :
the MSME units should endeavour to build its
products features beyond the mere
specifications of its customers and bring
greater unprecedented benefits to its customer
and thus open up higher inflows of cash , such
incremental inflows eases its financial position
and helps clear the piled up borrowings / interest
dues .
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Similarly, another extreme scenario that
cangradually trap the firm is :-

7. Rate of Initial market growth - vis a vis Capacity Scaling

Following its initial growth story, the firm could
have gradually established with very good
Unique product , most technically compatible
as a Raw Material for its customer at a
competitive Price level . Just then as it was
and well set about to take off, (at a time ,when
it felt that it can command a price hike or
capture new markets or invest in capacity Build
up - which calls for additional funds or
ploughing of the accruals) the other suppliers
(competitors) too would have researched &
worked to achieve similar or better Unique
advantages. This situation could happen due to
absence of an Entry Barrier or weakening of
its Entry Barrier . Thus all suppliers may reach
a Level playing field . Such situation could pose
a definite Price drop or an extension of Credit
Period, leading to Additional requirement of
funds or loss of Profits ( additional funds /
Interest burden ) Such challenges on cost
factors might not have been considered in a
normal Business Transition plan.

8. Growth Stabilisation vs Pricing Policy drop or Hike in price
9. Growth stabilisation vs Product
differentiation to maintain leadership
10. Terms of Credit Policies - changes through
the growth stage
All the above 10 scenarios (more can be
considered depending upon the market and
product intricacies) do have an impact on the
Financial status of the firm .
Situations like Channel establishment and
Promotion would be very fund demanding
because strong supply chain need to be
established considering future growth and it is
at this stage that sales ( being initial launch or
post launch stage) would be low , cash inflows
would be poor .
Similar or even worse would the crunch be
during the Growth stage where every Provision
of Infrastructure to cater growth ( both sales
and production ) may appear inadequate and
difficult to gauge its adequacy .

PRODUCT view - Product life Phase Scenarios

The above two situations (Initial / launch Phase
and Growth Phase) are considered to be most
sensitive in terms of Fund management . Any
delay in accepting the new Cost Heads or
'Excess Stringency ' to control investments may
have direct adverse impact , on not only the
Brand / product but also the Investments done
on Production / labour . The adverse impact
could be so damaging that besides the " Product/
Brand image " taking a beating ,the Capacities
would be rendered Underutilised affecting Unit
costs, or still worse the inventories through the
chain could decay .

If not Long term Product life cycle Phases at
least the short -term
Product life Phases
have to be considered while planning the
Business Transition programme . The phase
of " Introduction " and "Steep Growth Phase "
needs to be well researched in terms of :
1. Establishing channels of supply - length and
concentration of supply chain
2. Promotion and Campaign investments
3. Pricing policy Penetration Pricing

skim Pricing or

4. Credit Policies during Initial stages
5. Inventory Levels vs Customer Response
speed - Equations

This is what usually a very competitive Rival
would look for - the delay or time takento
recover could be so long that the rival would :-

6. Rate of initial market growth - vis a vis Inventory Management

1. Discover the contours offirm's strategy in
terms of product / pricing /distribution
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2. Build counter strategies to ensure this firm
does not succeed or re-enters .

needs.
Gradual Growth (see fig4. below) gives
enough time to plan for funds and Sales
Revenues may suffix working capital .Where
as Steep Growth phase demands quick pumping
of capital into business

Whereas the other extreme position could be
as per points 8 and 9.
These are comfortable situations (point 8 &
9 ) in terms of the Brand /Product Maturity,
and its loyal Customer Base, as well asthe
ability to dictate Premier Price , where in
supply chain expands automatically and many
new channel partners vie to take up distribution
for most favourable financial terms.
A good firm with financial discipline could
make the best use of this positive situation and
mend all the financial wrangles leading to big
saving on Capital cost.

Fig 4
Despite availability, Steep growth (see fig
below) fails to synchronise the Resources
due to Time factor.

It is exactly under these two circumstances that
a busy & growing MSME firm would falter
regarding finances - it may fumble in mobilising
quick funds during the initial 'No-Returns
Phase'. On the contraryduring 'Growthfag end
' phase the firm may not practice financial
discipline by repaying the debts prudently or
diverting surplus towards expansion. (if
markets are to grow extraordinarily)
These two situations are equally important in
terms of Competitor Assaults - it is under these
situations that strategies by Rivals to weaken
the firm's basewould be launched from all sides
- Extracting maximum share of resources from
the common distributor, product complain
exaggerations, dumping of stocks , slashing of
prices to unprecedented levels, value addition
in their products with large scale promotion
campaigns and all other gimmicks just to
dislodge this firm. Therefore better not give the
Rival an opportunity to exploit the weak
situations. Thus plan for substantial quantum
of Working Capital to meet such situations and
make the Financial outlay more meaningful .

Fig 5
It is also important to observe that the Growth
phase does not give much time to synchronise
the various resources of the organisation
although readily available. All Inputs,
especially funds are to be fed at a short notice.
It is important for a Business Transition Plan
( if the projections indicate a Steep Upward
curve)
to considerSpeedy
resource
mobilisation and its allocation . Besides
marketing inputs the steep growth situation
may depend more on Capacities . A newly
transitioned Business , when it is yet to reach
its high Production Efficiencies - the only
alternative would be to OUTSOURCE extra
capacity to meet the rapid demand .

A note of caution here is that the 'Process of
anticipating / identifying challenges ' (Product
/Marketing Oriented Challenges that strain
finances) itself , needs lot of precision and
depth, only then can it be translated to Financial
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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While such highlights are incorporated in the
Financial Loan Application forms , the
Financial Institution are motivated to expedite
the process of sanctions/ approval because the
major risks are covered with equal depth as
covered by the basic Business potentials.

Outsourcing Capacity calls for advance
payments unlike internal production .
(Internal production is privileged with 15 to
30 days of Wages payment time , similar credit
period time for Raw Material supplies and
other overheads , unlike Outsourced Product
purchase ) This factor also needs to be
considered to make the Financial Outlays more
Insulated .

To conclude, the MSME Business Transition
plan's should focus on comprehensive
coverage of risk factors as well as identify
various critical success factors . Such
challenges should be earmarked with fund
requirement package at various levels . The
focus is equally on reversal of the funds to the
financial institutions when the crisis scenario
relaxes. In order to address the Financial
Institution query about the need to extend
capital support under such RISKS, the
MSMEs should also be prepared to meet a
RATE PACKAGE which fixes HIGHER (
negotiable ) INTEREST RATES for high risk
funds and normal Rates for operational
routines . Such a Specific and Risk scoured
comprehensive financial Approach will benefit
both the MSME and Financial Institution in the
long run.

Conclusion :
Apart from the general Banking Norms as
qualifying parameters , all the above Challenges
with adequate data should be presented for a
meaningful Financial Support from Institutions
rather than conventional norms . This approach
also enables to sort out an MSME applicant's
Risk areas and Strength areas to the satisfaction
of Lending Institutions . The Financial
Institutions'doubts regarding MSME' s debt
recovery to a large extent can be minimised
with this type of approach .
A successful Business Transition plan should
cover all such strategic areas and translate their
impact in terms of Financial Cautions . Such
highlights although meticulous & time
consuming , ensure that opportunities are not
lost and helps build strength & resilience to
the new business model.
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ABSTRACT :
The present work seeks to approach the strategies implemented by Coppel, a Mexican company
that is competing in the department stores market. This research introduces us to the strategies
that the company which is within the leaders in this sector has implemented to position itself as
such. This is largely explained by the theory based on resources and capabilities. The method
of study is based on the review of theoretical literature and similar case studies that have been
successful. The analysis of the results presents and describes the acquisitions, as well as the
process of internationalization that have been part of the positioning of the company.
Keywords: Acquisitions, internationalization, strategies, family business.
JEL: F23 M21 O19
Resumen
El presente trabajo busca hacer un acercamiento a las estrategias puestas en práctica por la empresa
Coppel, una empresa mexicana que se encuentra compitiendo en el mercado de las tiendas
departamentales. Esta investigación nos adentra a las estrategias que la compañía la cual se encuentra
dentro de las líderes en este sector ha implementado para posicionarse como tal. En gran parte esto
se explica con la teoría basada en los recursos y capacidades. El método de estudio se basa en la
revisión de la literatura teórica y estudios de casos similares que han tenido éxito. El análisis de los
resultados presenta y describe las adquisiciones, así como el proceso de internacionalización que
han sido parte del posicionamiento de la empresa.
Palabras clave: Adquisiciones, internacionalización, estrategias, empresa familiar.

1. INTRODUCTION
The current national and international economic
environment is characterized by a
diversification processes of expansion and
growth of companies, among other factors, by
technological advances, telecommunications
improvements, new financing systems, excess
supply on the demand and acceleration of the
product life cycle (Cañas, Fuentes, Vallejo and
Sánchez, 2000).
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

In the Mexican context, there are a large number
of companies focused on the commercial
stores which compete for the Mexican market.
Within the strategies that companies have
chosen for their expansion have been the
strategy of opening branches throughout the
national territory or acquisition of other
companies that turn out to be key opportunities
for their growth and presence in the country.
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Another of the strategies is the insertion in
international markets, which are profitable and
favor the growth of the company.

expand is geographically within their borders,
creating competitive advantages and
strengthening the structure of the company.
Another of the strategies that companies take
is internationalization, in which companies
decide to go to other external markets to its
original location, being understood as one of
the most complex forms due to its growth and
interaction with different cultures.

In this investigation it is approached such
strategies taken by the Sinaloan company
Coppel, SA of C.V., which have been the engine
of the high growth and positioning of the
company at national and international level.
The document is made up of the following
sections. Initially, the background will be
discussed, emphasizing the context of the
company and its main competitors within the
country, then the problem will be delimited,
complemented by the justification. The fifth
point will be the revision of the theoretical
literature, presenting the main theories focused
on the expansion and internationalization of a
company, institutional theory and definitions of
acquisitions and internationalization. The sixth
point talks about the empirical literature. Later
there is the contextual framework where it will
talk about the company, continuing with the
analysis of results of the strategies of the
company, and finally it will be given a brief
conclusion.

Mexican companies have not been the
exception to lean for these types of strategies,
seeking to grow, and position their brand.
Within the Mexican context there are several
companies dedicated to the commerce sector,
which have grown geographically within the
country through acquisitions and growing
internationally. Some of the companies that have
had the highest growth through these two
strategies have been the companies focused on
the department stores. This is the case of the
study company of the present research.
The acquisitions and mergers favor the growth
of companies. Within the Mexican context a
favorable scenario is estimated for companies
that opt for these strategies, since it is expected
that by 2018 they will reach their maximum
with 29.7 million dollars. Mexico occupies the
fourth position among the nations that project
the greatest growth in this activity in the next
five years.

2. Background
The current economic environment is
characterized by a process of globalization in
which national and international borders have
been eradicated in the face of political, social,
cultural and technological advances. One of the
first authors to use the term globalization was
Levitt (1983), alluding to the globalization of
markets. These were in a process of production
based on the product cycle, to another global
markets. The IMF (1997) defines globalization
as the accelerated global integration of
economies through trade, production, financial
flows, technological diffusion, information
networks and cultural currents.

The company Coppel, is a company that has
chosen to venture into the national market
positioning its brand as one of the best within
the country through the strategy of acquiring
other companies. In addition to its growth has
also encountered its competition, which
manages similar products and payment options
that are similar. The commercial sector to
which Coppel is directed is highly competitive
in the national and international market. In
Mexico, Coppel has large competitors that
compete for the same segment of the market,
among which Grupo Elektra and Grupo Famsa
stand out, being department stores that are
focused on the middle class, but also competes

Undoubtedly, in such a globalized environment
companies are in need of changing their
strategies to obtain greater growth. One of the
most frequent strategies for companies to
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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with companies such as Liverpool, Sears and
El Palacio de Hierro on certain items such as
furniture or clothing (HR Ratings, 2011).

important to analyze how they have impacted
the acquisitions and internationalization of
companies in their growth.Whereas each
company has its own expansion plan based on
the market they want to reach and are aware of
the constant competition in which they are given
to the diversification of expansion and growth
processes.

Coppel is the nation's second-largest
department store sales chain. It is a family
business that is dedicated to the purchase and
sale of furniture, household goods and clothing,
as well as the granting of credits. It has presence
around the entire Mexican Republic, in 482
cities, with greater concentration in the north
of the country, as well as the metropolitan area
(HR Ratings, 2011 and 2013). However, it is
in a competitive market in which different
companies exist, part of which is their direct
competition. They are in the same process of
expansion in search of new markets and
opportunities to acquire other companies,
since, they are aware of the profits that are
obtained when conducting a good negotiation,
and the growth that can have the company either
inside or outside the country as the case may
be.

Based on the previous analysis of this
investigation it is proposed the following:
How has the growth of Coppel, S.A. Of C.V. The
expansion strategies you have set in motion?
4. Justification
Given the current characteristics facing the
country, it is necessary to diversify the
strategies used by national companies to expand
their market, which is why the main objective
of this work is to have an approach to the
strategies that have marked the success and
diversification of a national family business, in
a market as competing as that of department
stores in Mexico. In particular, it is analyzed in
detail from a theoretical point of view through
an analysis of the literature, opportunities and
strategies that the company has used, resulting
in rapid growth in recent years.

Within the country, the Federal Economic
Commission for Competition (COFECE) is an
autonomous regulatory body responsible for
monitoring, promoting and guaranteeing
competition and free competition in the
markets, applying the law to prevent market
structures that entail risks in competition
through concentrations and promote a culture
of competition, among other things.This body
has been a major player in recent years in the
field of acquisitions, as it has been found that
it is necessary to punish some companies to
exceed the concentration margin.

The main idea is to analyze the expansion
strategies that the company has taken in recent
years, having in it different types of strategies
that have placed it as one of the best companies
at the national level, it is interesting to analyze
the case of the present company. Despite the
criticisms received by most of the familyowned companies due to their structure and
their conservative trajectory, Coppel has been
one of the exceptions, thanks to the
diversification of its strategies and the change
in its expansion policy an exponential growth.

In recent years, Mexican companies have
increased their activity abroad, through the
internationalization of their companies,
however, have not generated a major impact of
growth in the economy of the country.

Credit sale strategies are analyzed, which has
represented part of the success of the firm, as
well as the merger and acquisition strategy that
have helped to have a greater presence of the
company at the national level, in addition to its

3. Delimitation of the problem
Given the current characteristics of the
Mexican market in terms of competition from
department stores dedicated to retailing, it is
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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purpose, in other words, a strategy involves an
evaluation of the company in relation to a
SWOT analysis, to know the company well and
based on this to create competitive advantages
, This analysis focuses on analyzing their
strengths (F) and weaknesses (D) where the
company can ask the question "where are we ?,
the desired growth levels wondering where
should we be?, to answer this question is
important to identify their opportunities (O)
and threats (A) in the environment they
encounter (Peng, 2012).

internationalization strategy to venture into
markets of South America and finally the
strategy of expansion in relation to the banks
that are part of the company.
5. Review of theoretical literature
When wanted to define a family business, it
finds it difficult to obtain an exact definition,
which is why several authors have proposed
definitions based on different factors. Most of
the definitions are based on three aspects.
Casillas, Díaz and Vásquez (2005) develops
them as follows to delimit and facilitate their
understanding:

Strategic planning is understood as a process
that requires the collection of internal and
external information from the organization so
that managers can see the future and develop
the necessary actions to deal with it (López and
Ortega, 2016). Within the different strategic
options for which a company can choose to
achieve its expansion objectives, it has the
geographical diversification of the markets
either inside or outside its national border
(Fuentes, Vallejo, Jiménez, 2007).

A. Ownership or control of the company: It is
practically based on the percentage of
participation that the family has in the total
capital of the company.
B. The family's power over the company: it
talks about the work that some members
of the family do, talks about the executive
positions occupied by the members of the
company or the CEO is a member of the
family.

Geographic diversification strategies are the
options chosen by most of the family
businesses, starting geographically growing at
the national level having presence in most of
the states of the Republic or in a certain region,
thanks to the opening of branches and
acquisitions that are made from other stores
and subsequently choose to grow outside their
borders through internationalization. Another
of the strategies they can take is to diversify
their market by entering a new one or to benefit
their company by offering different services
to their customers.

C. The intention to transfer the company to
future generations: it is the desire to
maintain in the future the participation of
the family in the company or the fact that
future generations of the founder's direct
descendants take control over the
management or ownership of the company.
As it can be seen, there is no clear definition
of the family business. In these aspects it is
understood that the members of the family
occupy executive positions, just as a member
of the family can be the general director of the
company, as is to be expected. In a family
business one of the main objectives is for the
company to grow and be directed by later
generations, which will continue to seek the
expansion of the company through different
strategies.

Family companies are characterized by
strengths indicated by the literature that can
lead to identify the competitive advantages of
organizations in their expansion processes
either within their country or internationalize.
The theory of resources and capabilities studies
the development and implementation of
corporate strategies, which include the

A strategy can be understood as the
implementation of actions to reach a specific
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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A. Acquisitions

geographical diversification of markets or the
internationalization of the company. The
intangible resources of a company are
considered the origin of competitive
advantages in the destination markets, finding
that certain strengths of the family companies
can be considered as intangible resources
generating the competitive advantages in its
strategy of internationalization (Fuentes et al.,
2007).

There are several authors that define this
concept as they are, Vargas-Hernández et al.
(2014) assert that acquisitions are transfers of
control of operations and the administration of
one company, which is the goal, to another,
which is called an acquirer, which makes the
former a unit of the latter. For his part Pérez
(2013), defines it as a company that buys or
acquires another, or a part of a company,
without losing its main characteristics. It is a
direct negotiation, in which one firm buys the
assets or shares of another and in which the
shareholders of the acquired company, cease
to be the owners of the same.

In line with the above, Vargas-Hernández,
Guerra, Bojórquez, and Bojórquez (2014)
argue that the theory based on dynamic
resources and capacities can become an
approach to strategic management that
contributes an important part to evolving
science of the organization.Penrose (1959),
creates the fundamentals of the theory and
describes the processes by which a firm grows,
conceptualizing it as a set of productive
resources with administrative organization, also
analyzes the growth of the company with an
emphasis on its internal resources and how they
are managed, arguing that the constraint
restricting the growth of the company is given
by the capabilities of the current management.

Peng (2010) divides mergers
acquisitions (F & A) as follows:

1) F & A Horizontals: are those that involve
companies competing in the same industry.
2) Vertical F & A: those that involve suppliers
and / or buyers
3) F & A Conglomerates: involve firms in
unrelated product industries.
4) F & A Friendly: refers to those that the
directive and management of an objective
firm agree with the transaction, and

Following the work of Penrose, other authors
have emerged that complement their
contribution, such as Teece (1982), who
extends the contribution, noting that
companies have an excess of resources, which
can be used for diversification purposes. On
the other hand, Wernerfelt (1984) refers to
companies as a broader set of resources to
balance the exploitation of them and the
development of new ones. Barney (1991)
suggests that when the implementation of a
strategy requires the acquisition of resources,
a strategic market is developed, these markets
are where companies buy and sell the resources
necessary to implement its strategy, so when
companies wish to implement a product
diversification strategy, they may choose to do
so by acquiring other companies.
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

and

5) F & A Hostiles: those that are carried out
against the wishes of the board and the
management of the target firm, which reject
the offer of F & A.
B. Internationalization theories
Based on internationalization, several
definitions have emerged, such as Haro,
Gandara, Rastrollo, and Mondo (2014), who
define internationalization as the set of
operations that facilitate the links between
companies in international markets. It is a
process where the growing involvement and
international projection of the organizations is
observed.In other words, internationalization is
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understood as the process by which companies
opt for an international geographical expansion
strategy, through an evolutionary process,
where the objective is to enter a new market,
to have lower production costs, to acquire new
technology and a more efficient distribution of
the company.

there is a recent approach, Born Global theory,
which is understood as companies all those
companies that are internationalized since they
are created or do during their first two years of
existence.
6. Empirical review
Within the empirical review it is analyzed some
cases of success of companies that have
acquired others to increase their growth, as well
as companies that have opted for
internationalization. Within the food sector
Grupo Bimbo has been the fastest growing
company in its sector in Mexico, due to the
various acquisitions that it has achieved,
positioning it as one of the best, besides having
a presence in other continents. In 2015 acquired
the Canadian company Canada Bread and Saputo
Bakery.

There are different perspectives regarding
internationalization. Several authors agree that
there is no exact definition, because
internationalization in each company is a
different process, depends on aspects such as
the context in which it is, the sector to which it
belongs and the objectives of this. It is for this
reason that it is necessary to know the theories
that have arisen around internationalization.
Buckley and Casson (1999) focus on the theory
of internationalization, explaining why
transactions of intermediate products between
countries are organized by hierarchies instead
of being determined by market forces.

Another of the big companies is Alsea who in
2015 made a big purchase acquiring Vips and
Grupo Zena, through these acquisitions, the
company estimated a sales growth of 20%
during that year.

Within the theories is the eclectic paradigm of
Dunning (1988), where it explains how the
extension, the form and the pattern of
international production of a firm, are based
on the competitive advantages of the company,
the propensity to internationalize external
markets and the interest of producing in them.
Another relevant one is the macroeconomic
approach to Vernon's (1966) approach,
explaining why countries perform FDI, based
on neoclassical models of the international
model to explain the company's production
patterns.

In the departmental department store, a very
recent and very sound case was the acquisition
of Suburbia by Liverpool. Both are department
stores and the difference is that they are
targeting a different sector of the market. The
acquisition had a final value was the acquisition
target is part of Liverpool's expansion to take a
larger stake in another segment of the market,
to which Suburbia belongs, with potential
growth of 15 percent per estimate.
On its turn, there are Mexican companies that
have internationalized such as the case of
Cinépolis that has its headquarters in the city
of Morelia, Michoacán, and has
cinematographic complexes in Mexico, El
Salvador, Costa Rica, Colombia, Panama,
Brazil, Peru., India, Honduras and the United
States.Teléfonos de México, S.A. Of C.V.
(TELMEX), a Mexican telecommunications
company based in Mexico City. It offers its
service in Mexico, Latin America and the

The Uppsala model (Johanson and
Wiedersheimpaul, 1975) is an approach that
emerges in the process of internationalization
that differs from the previous ones, since, it
analyzes the internationalization as a gradual
process in which the company initiates
operations in the national market where
internationalization occurs as a result of a
series of activities that take place abroad in a
series of successive stages. On the other hand,
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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Meeting in 1979 was transformed into
Almacenes Coppel S.A. Of C.V. It did not last
long with that name, since, in 1992, it changed
its name to Coppel S.A. Of C.V., commercial
name with which it is known at the moment and
is the largest departmental store of the
country.In 1989 it had 22 stores, sales of 100
million dollars and 1800 employees. Until this
year the firm had a policy of conservative
expansion, in 1990 the company decided to
change its policies by opting for an expansion
plan, resulting in a 10-fold increase in results
in just 13 years.

United States. Mabe, is a multinational company
that designs, produces and distributes
appliances to more than 70 countries around
the world, the company is stable in Mexico
City.
7. Contextual framework
Coppel is a Mexican company founded in 1941
in the city of Culiacán, Sinaloa, by Luis Coppel
Rivas and his son Enrique Coppel Tamayo. It
all started when Don Luis Coppel Rivas and his
son decided to move from the city of Mazatlán
to Culiacan, Sinaloa to establish a store that was
called "The Gift" that eventually ended up
selling watches. Thanks to the experience
acquired over the years they were able to realize
the economic difficulty that the population had
to face cash payments.After World War II,
liquidity was not abundant in families. It is at
this time that father and son decide to invest all
their capital saved to sell furniture on credit in
comfortable weekly installments. Thus, relying
on the word of the client turned the Gift into a
furniture store with credit system and that's
when it adopted the name of Coppel, because it
was the name with which the customers
identified the company.

In 2002 it made its first acquisition to expand
its products. It acquired Shoemakers Canada.
In 2003 it had 210 stores, sales of more than 1
billion dollars and 19 000 employees in payroll,
for 2006 it opens 93 stores. In May of this same
year it startedwith a new company in a different
sector in which it was competing, entering the
financial sector, a sector that went hand in hand
with its company to have a large number of
employees entering the Afores sector with its
own company Afore Coppel. In 2007 BanCoppel
was born.
Shoe stores Canada has not been the only
company that has been acquired to expand its
brand and have a greater presence in the national
territory. In 2015 it acquires Viana stores. The
company has been visionary and its market is
not only in Mexico, since in 2009 it penetrated
in the onternational market opening branches
in Argentina and Brazil.

Shortly thereafter they were completely
dominating the sector and it was there that they
began to introduce new product lines and new
sources of financing. The growth of Coppel has
been enormous, part of it can be seen with the
number of stores with which it counts
nationally and internationally and with the
diversification of its products, selling
appliances, furniture, footwear, clothing, toys,
perfumery, cell phones, electronics and
computers, tires to name a few.

Coppel's main characteristic has been the ease
and speed in obtaining credit for its clients, a
key strategy for its success, showing that more
than 5 million Mexicans have applied for credit
at one of the branch offices in the firm (Smith,
2017). It is a company that focuses on the lower
middle class, that is why the success of its
credit, by giving customers the facility of
obtaining credit and affordable payment
options.

In 1956, El Regalo became Coppel's Branch,
extension of Comercial Coppel, S.A. In 1961
the third Coppel Escobedo store was opened
as Mueblera Coppel, S.A. Which would later
be merged with Comercial Coppel S.A. With a
duration of 20 years, later in a meeting with
the Extraordinary General Shareholders'
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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companies in the country, as a consolidated
company and growth plans in the short and long
term, following a vision from the beginning,
regardless of whether a store is find near the
other, the main idea is that it is in a strategic
place.

has been based on the standardization of its
processes. In the words of Agustín Coppel
Luken, president of Grupo Coppel's Council
and director of the company, "We focus
everything to become a standard and efficient
model, construction, trucks, distribution
centers, store design, exhibition, all very
focused on repetition and standardization. The
same tube of light is in one store and in the other,
the same constructive method, the same boards
of electricity, the same floors, that gave us an
efficiency and a way of being able to attend to
all. If we found better ways of doing things, we
implemented them nationally"

Table 1 shows the ranking of the 10 most
important retailers in Latin America, finding the
Sinaloa company among the most important
ones having until 2013 revenues of $ 6.304
billion. According to the Deloitte consulting
firm in the 18th edition of its annual report
"Global Powers of Retailing 2015", Coppel
together with the Mexican Nothern group from
Monterrey, Fomento Económico Mexicano
(FEMSA) are among the 50 global retailers that
have grown faster on the period from 2008 to
2013. In addition, Coppel occupies the 30th
place in the list obtaining a growth rate in
revenues of 17 percent in the mentioned period
(Hernández, 2015).

expressed in an interview with Takahashi
(2015, p. )
Part of the philosophy of the founder, Don
Enrique Coppel, is that every person has the
right to credit as long as it does not prove
otherwise. If a non-paying customer is asked
to return the item, it is a policy that is still valid
within the company. As mentioned the ease of
obtaining the credit within the company is a
process different from the one carried in banks,
however, the number of unpaid loans is within
5%, a figure similar to the average of the banks.

Within this same edition in the global ranking
of the world's top 250 retailers, FEMSA has
achieved a scale of 10 places, going from 144
in 2012 to 134 in 2013. Coppel has increased
31 places. It Was ranked 180 in 2012 and in the
last edition of 2016 it ranked 149 (Deloitte,
2016).

Correct decisions by its managers have
managed to position itself within the best
Tabla 1
Top 10 more important retailers in Latin America
Ranking
2013

Ranking
2012

Company

País

Income
2013*

47
88
127
134
149
150
176
177
241
247

51
97
124
144
180
162
191
201
212
_**

Cencosud
S.A.C.I. Falabella
Soriana
FEMSA
Coppel
Lojas Americanas
Chedraui
Liverpool
SMU
Magazine Luiza

Chile
Chile
México
México
México
Brasil
México
México
Chile
Brasil

19,855
11,377
8,240
7,655
6,304
6,247
5,157
5,156
3,823
3,758

*Millions of Dollars
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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of facilities.

By 2015, Coppel stores had 1,149 points of
sale, of which 767 are full format (the
department store), 380 Coppel Canada shoe
stores and two Coppel Digital stores, which
is a format in development that is expected
to have up to 300 Shops. Besides, it has
presence in 442 cities of the country, being
in all the states of the Republic.

Once the expansion of the company started, it
focused on having a greater presence in
other states outside of their state of Sinaloa.
One of the first actions by the company was
the acquisition of "Shoemakers Canada" in
2004, being one of the favorite companies
in the footwear market, but that had been
dragging some financial problems. Coppel
took the opportunity to acquire the 180
stores it had in Mexico and 15 in the United
States benefiting from the infrastructure to
create its distribution points and boost its
sales, and acquired the most modern
footwear manufacturing plant in Mexico in
that year.

Currently, Coppel stores has a 62.4%
participation in the variety stores sector and
80% of its sales are on credit. One of the
main challenges that the company has as a
result of globalization is to get its customers
to make purchases online with their credit
systems through the Coppel bank (Salop,
2012).

The agreement was made through a contract in
which Coppel participated with the Azaléia
Group of Brazil, which is among the five
most important footwear manufacturers in
the world. Said agreement left the Mexican
company as responsible for the commercial
operation and Azaléia would take care of the
production, although also would be bought
footwear to other manufacturers. The union
of Coppel and Shoemakers Canada resulted
in the store that is now known as "Coppel
Canada", this merger was positive for the
shoe store because the scope of distribution
with Coppel is stronger, and the standards
are still maintained quality, good prices
accompanied by the ease of purchase on
credit thanks to Coppel's payment options.
Undoubtedly the acquisition of Canada
allowed the Sinaloa company to take a very
strong leap by positioning itself among the
top shoe stores in Mexico.

8. Method of investigation
In this research a descriptive method is used
based on the literature review, starting from
the main concepts of acquisition, merger and
internationalization, these being the
strategies followed by Coppel S.A. Of C.V.
over the years to achieve the success and
positioning of the company. It is also
analyzed the statistical data presented by
institutional bodies in which the positioning
of the company is signaled worldwide, as
well as the amounts that have invested the
firm in the acquisitions it has obtained for
its expansion.
9. Analysis of results
Coppel's national expansion strategies, as well
as its international expansion strategy have
helped in the growth and strengthening of the
firm. The literature on the company tells us
about acquisitions by the company towards
other companies where some of them were
part of their competition and favored in the
presence of the Sinaloan company in the
central region of the country. Another of its
acquisitions was relevant due to the products
they sold increasing the diversity of products
offered by the company, as well as the use
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

Another strategy chosen by the company has
been the incursion into other markets that
in turn are linked to their company with the
idea of offering greater services to its
customers, entering the financial market with
the opening of its own bank, "BanCoppel
"And" Afore Coppel ". The first one was born
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6% increase in square meters of sales floor
in the country, where it increased from 30
to 48 points of sale and increased its
presence in the center of the country and in
the Metropolitan Zone in cities like Puebla,
Querétaro, Veracruz, Cuernavaca, Toluca,
Leon and Acapulco.

in 2007, with the aim of improving the
management of loans granted to clients and
at the same time performing the role of bank
for another segment of the market, focused
on the low income population. By 2014,
BanCoppel had 850 branches and more than
9,500 employees with a projection to grow
more. Afore Coppel arises to manage the
economic resources of the clients to offer
them a pension in the moment of their
retirement, today it is within the best Afores
of the country.

The objective of the company was to reach the
center of the country, with this merger
increase its presence in Mexico City where
they had about 52 stores and with the
acquisition of Viana duplicate its presence
in this city, not only obtained points of sale,
but the strategy provided to the company what
would have taken in 12 years to achieve 30
stores because of the difficulty of the
requirements of the area.

In 2009, the company began its international
expansion process by entering the Latin
American market, starting operations in
Argentina, with 2 stores in Buenos Aires and
Brazil and with 2 stores in Rio de Janeiro,
the latter being one of the most important
markets in South America. Although at first
it was not easy for the company to adapt to
the cultures and customs of these countries
trying to transplant the Mexican model, it has
managed to get ahead adapting its strategies
to the needs of the market. In addition,
Coppel finances to a segment of the
population that, otherwise would not have
access to credits.

The company has been opening about 90 to 100
points per year in the three formats of store
that it employs that are: complete format (the
departmental store), shoe stores Coppel
Canada and Coppel Digital. The strategies
analyzed have been part of the growth and
positioning of the company nationally and
internationally, placing it as one of the best
companies in Mexico, as well as being a
family company that is not listed on the
Mexican Stock Exchange. The only
shareholders of the company are five, who
are family members.

Currently the Sinaloa company has 14 stores
in Brazil, mainly in Curritibia and 14 more
in Argentina, but finds an opportunity to
expand its operation in South America thanks
to the Alliance of the Pacific, with Chile,
Colombia and Peru being the ideal markets
in its expansion by South America.

10. Conclusions and recommendations
Family companies have a number of strengths
that come to be considered as sufficient
reasons to develop their national and
international expansion. Based on the theory
of resources and capabilities, intangible
resources are often considered as a source
of competitive advantage, this advantage is
based on the human resources of the
company, having the experience and
knowledge in the business.This competitive
advantage was the one that managed to
identify Coppel for its expansion inside and
outside the country. Within the departmental

The second acquisition by the company was a
very sound case, as the firm acquired a
department store of the same sector that was
part of its competition in the center of the
country. In 2015, Coppel stores acquired
Lojas Viana, investing 2,500 million pesos
in the purchase and conversion of 51 points
of sale in Viana, ending with a 60 year
history. With this acquisition Coppel
increased its number of stores by 4% and a
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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stores market there is still potential growth
given the population growth and dynamism
that characterizes the cities.

Empresa Familiar. I. Congreso Nacional de
Investigaciónsobre
la
Empresa
Familiar,Instituto de Investigación de la
Empresa Familiar, Valencia, España. Pp.
401-417.

The high growth of the company is the result
of a change within the internal policies
because they were conservative. This change
led to the implementation of expansion
strategies which implemented the company
by studying its competition and delimiting
the needs of consumers.Knowing the sector
to which most of its sales are directed,
facilitating the payment methods has been
one of the main characteristics of the
company, combined with the acquisitions of
other large companies benefiting from
infrastructure, strategic points of sale and a
greater positioning in the market.
The international geographical diversification
of the company has succeeded in positioning
it as an internationalized Mexican company
characterized by a high growth potential in
the Latin American market, where it is
expected that in the coming years it will
continue to grow and be present in other
countries. The main objective of the
company has been to increase its presence
and to dominate in the market, objective that
has been fulfilled thanks to the strategies
implemented.
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PRICING AND YIELD MANAGEMENT WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO MOBILE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
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INTRODUCTION

auction, the auctioneer starts with a high asking
price, which is progressively lowered until a
participant is willing to pay the auctioneer's
price or the seller's lowest acceptable price is
reached. For mobile communications service
providers (CSPs), the concept is similar, but in
this instance, network utilization can be
analyzed in real time or near real time to enable
quick and informed re-pricing of services such
as voice calls, texting, and Internet data access.

The rapid growth in demand for cellular
telephony coupled to the limited bandwidth
allocated to the air interface, has encouraged
researchers to find technological solutions to
increase the number of usable channels. The
various techniques developed invariably involve
installation of new infrastructure. While such
strategies enable the networks to meet peakhour demand, they inevitably leave the network
resources idle in off-peak hours. In this context
dynamic pricing (the variation of price
according to system utilization) could
potentially offer a soft edge scheme for
achieving a more efficient use of available
resources. This paper elaborates on Dynamic
pricing and Yield Management with special
reference to mobile telecommunications.

Dynamic pricing differs from the static, peak
and off-peak pricing techniques traditionally
practiced by many CSPs. In the latter, CSPs set
their peak/off-peak tariffs solely based on
observations of historic, long-term patterns of
network utilization.
While CSPs do occasionally change the
traditional peak/off-peak tariffs, their prices are
largely perceived as stable by consumers. Since
they are informed about the applicable rates
well in advance of their buying decision, their
perception of price stability is preserved even
though different rates may apply during the peak
and off-peak usage hours.

Research Objectives: •

To understand the concept of dynamic
pricing.

•

To understand the relation between
dynamic pricing and Yield Management

The general concept of dynamic pricing is not
new - most likely it is as old as commerce itself.
For millennia, merchants have been adjusting
their prices on the spot to meet the buyer's
willingness to pay while at the same time
assuring a handsome profit for themselves.

The Concept of Dynamic Pricing
In general, dynamic pricing refers to the
process of fluctuating prices between the
buyer and seller. A dynamically priced good or
service can be quickly re-priced in response
to changing market conditions, such as the
current or predicted demand. Prices can vary
by channel, product, customer, time, and
location using a variety of implementation
methods. For example, in the case of a Dutch
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

Automated dynamic pricing in mobile networks
is a modern version of this age-old system.
With recent scientific and technological
advances, CSPs can apply analytical methods
to perform automated estimation of demand
function, optimize pricing decisions, and
deploy the optimized prices in the mobile
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to act mainly on customers' different value
perceptions, even irrespectively from capacity,
and to differentiate pricing accordingly: in this
case, firms can resort to dynamic pricing. Again
in a very simple way, dynamic pricing is a
sophisticated form of price discrimination and
it refers to a fluid pricing scheme between the
buyer and the seller, rather than the more
traditional fixed pricing approach: in this fluid
scheme the price is the result of the match
between demand and offer and depends mainly
on the customers' different willingness to pay.

network in real time.
Literature Review
Dynamic pricing in mobile networks is a yield
management technique that empowers
communications service providers (CSPs) to
derive greater value out of existing network
assets (Smyk, Applying Yield Management in
the Mobile Broadband Market, 2011).
Yield management is the umbrella term for a
set of strategies that enable capacityconstrained service industries to realize
optimum revenue from operations. Dynamic
pricing itself is often defined as the process of
offering automated variable pricing of mobile
services based on real-time analysis of network
utilization (Ovum, Dobardziev & Green, 2011).

In other words, yield management and dynamic
pricing are very useful for solving the problem
of adaptation of supply to demand when the
dysfunctions brought about by the impossibility
of storing services are critical. Managers, in
this case, are requested to regulate demand by
a pricing policy that is not directed by the same
criteria as for tangible products (George and
Barksdale, 1974; Reichheld and Sasser, 1990;
Normann, 1993; Desiraju and Shugan, 1999).
As a matter of fact, when a firm owns a fixed
capacity of a resource that is consumed in the
production or delivery of multiple products/
services and when its customers vary in their
willingness to pay, it has the option of managing
capacity, by maximizing revenue per unit of
capacity, and/or of pricing dynamically
according to customer perceived value.

A number of market trends are driving the
growth of dynamic pricing in mobile networks.
With mobile users' growing appetites for
mobile services, technological advances in a
real-time charging infrastructure, increasing
diversification of market segments, and a
growing variety of mobile offers, the use of
dynamic pricing in mobile networks has become
more desirable and feasible.
Firms struggling in highly dynamic and "hyper
competitive" industries (D'Aveni, 1994) are
often requested to resort to "smart" management
and marketing strategies as to avoid the
dangerous "traps" of price wars and to preserve
or even increase profitability. When a firm
wants to preserve or increase profitability, the
ability to manage pricing strategies becomes
critical (Monroe, 2003). We can try to
distinguish two main (and non necessary
alternative) options a firm has to act on price
and preserve profitability. The first one is to
act mainly on its "capacity" in a sort of "supply
based perspective": in this case, firms can resort
to yield management strategies and yield
pricing. Simply, yield management is the
process of allocating the right type of capacity
or inventory unit to the right kind of customer
at the right price so as to maximise revenue or
yield (Kimes, 1989, 1997). The second one is
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

As a consequence, among the different smart
strategies available for managers, yield
management and dynamic pricing are
increasingly considered useful for preserving
and increasing profitability (Yeoman and
McMahon-Beattie, 2004).
Yield management is certainly one of the most
innovative concepts in modern management
(Desiraju and Shugan, 1999). As a direct
consequence of the disruptions caused by the
deregulation of air transportation in the USA
during the 1980s, yield management emerged
as an optimization system for capacity
management in service activities and has been
gradually applied not only to air transportation,
but also to hotels, cruises, car rental companies,
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temporary work agencies and other servicebased or Internet activities (Coulter, 2001). As
such, yield management appears as one of the
main strategic tools for companies that want to
boost their competitiveness on increasingly
open and deregulated markets (Cracknell, 1995;
Sahay, 2003), a major trend in many service
industries around the world. Dynamic pricing
also offers profitability opportunities to firms.

firms to move from a transactional pricing to a
more relational pricing perspective: they
suggest that pricing in the new economy should
increasingly focus on building and
strengthening long term relationships between
firms and their customers. The joint
consideration of yield management, dynamic
pricing and CRM could be very useful to mix
(supply-side) capacity-based and customer
value based approaches and to enter in a long
term, relational perspective, thus further
improving the profit potential of these
techniques.

Many firms are discovering the profit potential
of pricing dynamically according to the
customer perceived value (Sinha, 2000; Cross,
1997). Moreover, the internet has made the
resort to dynamic pricing models - once
confined to few sectors and product categories
- a common practice in many markets (airlines,
electronic goods, hotels, travel agencies, cruise
liners, computers, CDs and DVDs, restaurants.
. .). Both yield management and dynamic pricing
are generally focused on a transactional level,
i.e. they try to optimize revenues for each
transaction though time, by either working on
capacity or customers' willingness to pay. Both
these strategies are not focused on the
relationship perspective and the lifetime value
of the relationship with the customer, which are
becoming an increasingly important issue not
only in service industries (Wayland and Cole,
1997; Blattbergh et al., 2001).

Types of Dynamic Pricing and Their Benefits
Dynamic pricing is a powerful tool that has
strong potential to help CSPs accomplish their
business objectives. The tool can be used to
increase revenue and/or profits, grow market
share, reduce CAPEX, and increase customer
satisfaction. Depending on their primary
business objectives, the CSP may deploy
utilization-focused or revenue-focused
dynamic pricing. Utilization-focused dynamic
pricing adjusts prices with the main objective
of keeping network utilization at maximum
levels. On the other hand, revenue-focused
dynamic pricing fluctuates prices to maximize
revenue and profit, while keeping network
utilization within desirable limits.

In this perspective, customer relationship
management (CRM) is one of the most powerful
tools firms can use (e.g. Winer, 2001). In a basic
sense, CRM is a set of strategies and tools aimed
at retaining customers over time instead of
attracting new ones and needs some basic
components, from a database to basic analyses
to be developed on it, from decisions about the
customers to target to tools for targeting, from
relationship strategies to metrics and even
privacy issues (Winer, 2001). Until recently, the
focus of CRM has been mainly on marketing
analysis at a single customer level (database
marketing) and on related customized marketing

Since utilization-focused dynamic pricing
adjusts prices to ensure maximum use of the
network, this approach is especially appropriate
for CSPs concentrating on growing market
share. Utilization-focused dynamic pricing
solutions automatically lower prices upon
detection of network under-utilization in order
to enable CSPs to monetize unused network
capacity, which is a perishable asset that would
otherwise be wasted. Lower prices for mobile
services will most likely lead to increased
customer uptake and satisfaction, and thus,
larger market share.
The main objective of revenue-focused dynamic
pricing is to increase revenue and profits; the
network capacity utilization targets are

strategies. Sawhney and Kotler (2001) have
recently introduced the important concept of
customer lifetime (value) pricing, spurring
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I
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secondary. Consequently, while the utilizationfocused dynamic pricing solutions
automatically lower prices upon detection of
network under-utilization, the revenue-focused
dynamic pricing solutions will lower the prices
only if such adjustment will most likely lead to
revenue increases.

is more useful for growing market share, both
approaches can help providers reduce CAPEX
and increase customer satisfaction.
The effectiveness of dynamic pricing can be
amplified by combining it with market
segmentation. Single, "one-size-fits-all" pricing
does not meet the needs of all the customers
and therefore does not capture all of the
possible revenue. By separately pricing services
targeted at specific market segments, CSPs
stand to gain additional revenues from both lowend customers for whom the one-size-fits-all
service was too expensive, and from high-end
customers, whose willingness to pay for mobile
services exceeded the price of the one-sizefits-all services.

It is worth noting that even utilization-focused
dynamic pricing does not always have to entail
decreasing prices. Faced with a large service
demand that can overload parts of the network,
both utilization and revenue-focused dynamic
pricing may respond by dynamically raising
selected prices2 for services that use the
overloaded part of the network. Note that using
dynamic price increases to throttle back the
overload traffic is typically superior to
alternative overload handling methods, which
involve either broadly degrading the service
below an acceptable level (service degradation)
or denying the service to selected customers
(service rationing). All three methods - dynamic
pricing, service degradation, and service
rationing - address network overload by
ensuring that the CSP continues serving the
customers even when network resources are
overloaded. However, only the dynamic pricing
method leads to revenue increases.

Dynamic Pricing Implementation in
Mobile Networks
In general, the end-to-end dynamic pricing
solution for mobile networks includes several
complementary components. First, an
optimization and analytics component collects
and analyzes the current and historical network
utilization, pricing, and subscriber information.
Based on this analysis, the optimization
component determines the optimal level of
pricing for immediate deployment in the
network. Second, a real-time rating and charging
component implements prices recommended
by the optimization component and reports all
the chargeable network activities to the
analytics components for further analysis and
optimization. Third, a bandwidth management
component controls the usage of network
resources to ensure that customers receive
services for which they paid. It also enables
CSPs to offer a variety of services that can be
dynamically priced. Fourth, the dynamic pricing
solution must include a notification component,
which effectively conveys current service
prices to mobile network users. Lastly, the
dynamic pricing solution must be integrated
with the systems implementing mobile services
that are to be dynamically priced, e.g. voice
telephony or mobile broadband data services.

If the CSP combines higher prices in an
overloaded part of the network with lower prices
in an underutilized part of the network,
customers may respond by not just throttling
their demand in the congested area of the
network, but also by shifting their demand in
time or space to the less utilized part of the
network. Thus, by shaping the customer demand,
dynamic pricing may help the CSP to delay or
avoid CAPEX expenditures to expand the
capacity of the network. At the same time, it
can increase customer satisfaction by reducing
the frustration typically caused by service
degradation and service rationing.
Therefore while revenue-focused dynamic
pricing is more effective in growing a CSP's
bottom line and a utilization-focused approach

Optimization of Dynamic Pricing
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•

Optimization of dynamic pricing in mobile
networks should take into account the
following basic characteristics of the
problem faced by the CSPs:

•

The mobile network capacity is fixed in the
short run.

•

The available network bandwidth (inventory)
is a perishable good - capacity available at
a given time will be wasted ("spoiled") if it
is unused at the moment when it is available.

•

JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

• The CSP's ability to segment the market
• Simple models assume that the CSP sells to
a single market segment.
• More complex models assume that the CSP
provides services to multiple customer
segments, each characterized by a different
price-response function and willingness-topay distribution.
• Number of network-based products/services
competing for customer demand and network
resources - Simple models assume a single
type of service offered to network users,
such as phone calls, texting, or Internet
browsing.

Consumer demand is variable in time and
space.

As do most real-world optimization processes,
dynamic pricing optimization methods must
rely on simplified mathematical models of a
very complex market reality. The mathematical
formulation of the optimization problem for
dynamic pricing in mobile networks will vary
depending on the sophistication and complexity
of the underlying market model.

• More complex models assume that CSPs
offer multiple services that share the same
underlying network. Each service has
different characteristics both on the demand
side (consumers have different willingness
to pay for different services) and on the
supply side (each service requires a different
amount and type of network resources).

In general, the market model will reflect the
following assumptions:

• Variety of network resources involved in
implementing network services

o Level of customer sophistication in regard to
their reactions to dynamic price changes
imposed by the CSP - Simple models assume
myopic customers who buy as soon as the
offered price is less than their willingness to
pay (Talluri & Van Ryzin, 2005). In the case of
myopic customers, the demand levels in each
network cell for each period of time are
independent of each other. Thus, the pricing
problem can be independently solved for each
timeslot in each individual cell (or cell area).

• Simple models assume that a single type of
constrained network resource is required to
offer a particular network service. For
example, if wireless access network capacity
is viewed as a major bottleneck, then the
formulation of the optimization model may
include only this particular resource
• More complex models may reflect that a user
of a single service will consume multiple
types of constrained network resources.

- More advanced models assume strategic
customers who will attempt to optimize their
own behavior in response to the pricing strategy
of the CSP. In particular, based on observed
historical prices, strategic customers do form
expectations for future prices. In contrast to
myopic customers, the strategic customers,
who expect lower prices in the future, may
decide to postpone their service purchase even
if the current price is below their willingness
to pay.
VOLUME-6 ISSUE-I

• Type of the competitive environment faced
by the CSP
• The models could assume one of the
following environments:
• Monopoly - The CSP is an exclusive provider
of a given service type. Unlike in the
perfectly competitive market, the CSP
dominates the market and can dictate prices.
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that themodels that could be utilized for
optimization of dynamic pricing range widely
in sophistication. The more sophisticated
models will attempt to better mirror reality and
thus often lead to better optimization results.
However, it is worth noting that the simple
models are not always inferior to complex
models. They are often useful in practice
because they are easier to implement and
frequently provide adequate approximation of
the optimal solution.

• Oligopoly - A limited number of CSPs
compete to supply the same, or similar,
service. Unlike in monopoly, the CSPs do
not operate in isolation, so their pricing
decisions impact the demand faced by their
competitors.
• Perfectly competitive market - In this
case, it is assumed that the market includes
a large number of CSPs and each supplies
only a negligible fraction of the total
network services supply. Moreover,
customers exhibit no preference over the
source of the supply. In such an environment,
the CSP is selling a commodity service with
no power to price it above the market
equilibrium price. Basic microeconomics
teaches that in a perfectly competitive
market, each firm only has to worry about
how much output it wants to produce (Varian,
1992). In such a market, the CSP would sell
services at market price and would have no
need for pricing optimization.

Conclusion:
Dynamic pricing has been successfully used
since the beginning of commerce. Due to
recent technological advances, CSPs are in a
position to deploy automated dynamic prices
in mobile networks. Combining dynamic
pricing with data analytics and optimization will
enable CSPs to increase revenue and profits,
grow market share, reduce CAPEX, and
increase customer satisfaction. These
objectives can be accomplished by formulating
and solving pricing optimization problems to
reflect each CSP's unique goals and market
environment.

Target market size
• Total population of potential consumers is,
for all practical purposes, infinite. This
assumption seems to be un-constraining for
the optimal solution space, since typically,
at any given moment, the amount of all
possible demand from all potential
consumers drastically exceeds available
network capacity. So it is most likely that
any optimal pricing solution will exhaust the
network capacity before exhausting
availability of consumers.
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